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Summary.
The properties of the lead chalcogenide group of 
semiconductors and more specifically of PbTe, have been 
investigated in order to predict, and control the growth of 
thin epitaxial films for use as thin film field effect 
trans istors.
The thermodynamic properties of binary compounds has 
been analysed in detail and used to explain the defect 
properties of PbTe and PbSe.
The calculated pressure-temperature-eomposition 1 
(or P-T-x) phase diagram for PbTe was compared with "as grown" 
and annealed epitaxial film properties (grown on mica substrates) 
to discover whether films obeyed bulk thermodynamics. "As grown" 
films appear to be metastable, i.e. their composition, 
estimated from electrical properties, suggests that they lie 
outside the phase boundary at the substrate temperatures 
employed (200-300°C). Changes occur on annealing in vacuo 
which suggest that the films tend toward the thermodynamic 
equilibrium state represented by the calculated bulk P-T-x 
phase diagram.
An investigation of the electrical properties of ternary 
solid solutions of group II elements with PbTe and PbSe has 
been carried out in the hope of producing an improved semi­
conductor material compared with PbTe and PbSe.
- 2 -
A correlation of electrical properties with film structure, 
obtained from replication and transmission elctron microscopy, 
was attempted producing a number.of useful and interesting 
conclusions.
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Chapter 1 .
INTRODUCTION
There is a requirement for a thin film field effect
transistor(T.E.T.) incorporating a semiconductor having a low
carrier concentration and a high conductivity mobility.
Epitaxial films of the lead chalcogenides grown on both NaCl 
1 2and mica ’ have shown promising characteristics, thus 
investigation of these materials both in bulk and thin film 
form was carried out with a view to producing an epitaxial 
film with controllable and predictable properties.
Measurements on bulk material and calculation of various 
thermodynamic quantities have enabled a detailed "pressure- 
temperature-composition" (or P-T-x) phase diagram to be 
constructed for both PbTe and PbSe. In principle a knowledge 
of the latter phase diagram allows a prediction of the growth 
conditions required to produce an epitaxial film of a given 
defect concentration at a given substrate temperature. PbS 
was not considered because of its appreciably lower carrier 
mobilities compared with PbTe and PbSe.
Phase equilibria studies were carried out on alloys of 
PbTe and PbSe in an attempt to produce material with improved 
semiconductor characteristics. Note that the term "alloy" 
refers to the addition of an impurity element which forms a 
solid solution with the host and does not give rise to donor 
or acceptor states. The term "dope" however, applies to 
impurity elements which form donor or acceptor states in the
band gap and do not perturb the band structure of the host
crystal. An alloy can he up to 100% soluble (e.g. Sn in PbTe ) 
whilst donors or acceptors usually occur in concentrations less 
than 1 at .%. For example, previous publications have shown 
that cadmium alloys with PbTe but complete solid solubility is
ZjLnot attained. However, all the hand structure parameters such
as energy gap, density of states effective mass, charge mobility
5etc. change with increasing cadmium content. Small additions 
of sodium to PbTe produce acceptor centres, the band parameters 
remaining unchanged.^
The extrinsic conductivity of the lead chalcogenides is 
governed by the number of charged defects and the mobility, 
thus for thin films, control of the defect concentration and 
a knowledge of sources which degrade the carrier mobility is 
required. The latter parameter will be affected by the 
crystallinity of the semiconductor, i.e. whether the material * 
is single or polycrystalline, because grain boundaries can act
as a sink for impurities, may be highly dislocated and may act
as a potential barrier to charge flow. With this in mind the 
structure of PbTe films has been investigated by electron 
microscopy and an attempt made to relate electrical properties 
to the micrographs. Previous work of this nature has been 
concerned mainly with surface replication but here both ti'ans- 
mission and replication electron microscopy has been carried out.
Each chapter contains its own list of references so that 
several chapters are complete in themselves. Chapters 1-6 
describe the theory, experiments and calculations pertaining 
to bulk material whilst Chapters 7 and 8 refer only to PbTe films.
A list of symbols follows the concluding Chapter 9-
'7.
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DEFECT EQUILIBRIA AND NON-STOICHIOMETRY
IN BINARY-COMPOUNDS
2 .1 Introduction,
A detailed discussion of defect equilibria and allied
phenomena for a simple binary * compound AB are now reproduced
in such a manner as to he applicable to PbSe and PbTe, An
1 2analysis for PbS has been previously carried out ’ and serves
as a useful guide and comparison for the calculations on PbSe
3.4and PbTe, however, more recent work * suggests that some of the 
experimental data for the former compound is in error and this 
must be borne in mind when attempting a comparison of results 
for the three lead chalcogenides,
Application of the various ideas and relationships to more 
complicated systems is relatively straightforward but becomes 
cumbersome because the solution of a large number of inter-related 
equations is involved. The notation used follows that of Kroger^ 
and may be applied to any defective crystal, covalent, ionic or 
metallic.
2,2 Thermodynamics of reaction constants.
In thermal equilibrium, statistical mechanical analysis of
properties of an assembly of atoms as present in crystals, shows
that they are not completely ordered. They contain imperfections
whose concentrations may be related quantitatively. Both
statistical mechanical and quasi-chemical analyses in which the
structure elements (imperfections) are treated as chemical
species that may take part in chemical reactions, are found to 
give identical results. Thus the use of either method of
analysis is justified, a quasi-chemical approach being used 
more often because it is more convenient.
If a {particular imperfection is distributed randomly over a 
given type of crystal site, the fraction of sites, x, occupied 
by it is given by
J = f 0 + kTln(x) (1)
where f is the virtual thermodynamic potential of the 
imperfection under consideration. In order to define J 
let us consider a compound AB which has empty A and B sites with 
no other defects present, then according to the site relationship
nA + nV “ nn + nv (2)AA VA B B \^)
where n A indicates the number of filled A-sites? the number
A D
of filled B-sites, nv the number of vacant A-sites and nv the
A B
number of vacant B-sites. The thermodynamic potential of vacant
A-sites, V A , will equal the increase in free energy when nv isA vA
increased by one, provided that temperature, pressure and
numbers n A , n^ , and nv are kept constant. The thermodynamic 
A B B
potentials of the other components are defined similarly. These
definitions, however, violate the site relationship (equation 2 )
and cannot therefore be real changes hence we introduce the
virtual thermodynamic potential,^ . Thus for the vacant A-
lattiee sites, we have
j „  = (?G/gnv ) jP>T (3)
A A  Aa  liB  VB
where G is the total Gibbs free energy of the system, P is the
pressure and T the temperature.
If the distribution of an imperfection is not completely at 
random, activities may be introduced and equation (l) becomes
J =| 0 + IcT ln(a)
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This is necessary if we are dealing with electrons and holes 
above a certain concentration, i.e., if x is very large. It may 
also be necessary to introduce activities when dealing with 
charged atomic defects of different sign which tend to surround 
themselves with defects of opposite sign.
If we now consider a reaction between various structure 
elements A,B,C,D, having virtual thermodynamic potentials 
given by equation (l), we have
S>tA + -)?_B =5=55 V3C + S)+ D (5)
which in equilibrium results in
L £1
is positive for entities on the left hand side and negativeu
for those on the right hand side of equation (5). Using equations
(l) and (6 ) we obtain
A r  (7)
ITwhich is the law of mass action, II X. representing the 
product of terms X, . If the concentrations of imperfectionsL>
are not sufficiently low to apply the laws of dilute solutions, 
then activities may be introduced as explained briefly above.
The reaction constant of equation (7) is
In order to obtain the reaction constant in a more practical
form we express the therm.odynamic potentials in terms of partial
molar energies, u ., and entropies, s., thus, '
. + PV - Tsi
T. = u, + PV - Ts. + t A l l  1
(8)
(9)
and £ i° = u° + PV - Ts° + t (10)
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where t represents the difference between the virtual thermo­
dynamic potential and the true thermodynamic potentialj and V 
denotes volume. In practice structure elements always occur in 
such combinations that the constant, t, cancels out. The 
equilibrium constant of equation (7 ) way now be re-written 
using equation (1 0 ) hence
lnK = - j p J o / k T  = - 3 i ( U° + PV)/kT + ^ V i / lc (11)
which may be transformed to
K = K° exp(-AII°/kT) (12)
where the enthalpy AH° + PV)and
K° =£^\s°/k = As°/k 
A s 0 is the entropy change of the reaction under standard
conditions. In general both Ail0 and As°are temperature
dependent and reactions must be considered individually to
ascertain the form of this dependence. Note that the enthalpy,
Ii, and entropy, S, at temperature T°K may be written as
ht =  + - C c p ^ T  (i3)
and st = s™- + SX ■ .Cv/T. AT d M
where . is the ana- specific heat at constant pressure.
A relevant example of the pre-exponential temperature dependence 
is the np product or intrinsic reaction constant, IC, , for aL
semiconductor, viz:-
np = i q  = K ° i  e x p f E g / k T ) ( 1 5 )
where E is the energy gap. It is found that K ° . is temperatureto 15dependent and analysis shows that
K? = 4(2'TriM0kT/h2 )3(m*ra*/m02 ) 3/ 2 (l6 )
where m* and are the electron and hole density of states 
effective masses which may also vary with temperature, in is the 
rest mass of the electron and h is Plank’s constant.
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2*3. Defects in crystals.
This section discusses the possible imperfections to be 
found in crystals, the commoner types being considered more 
fully. The main expected defects for a compound AB together 
with their notation, where applicable, are summarised in the 
following list:-
(I) phonons
(II) electrons, e/
(ill) holes, h°
(IV) excitons
(V) vacancies, i.e. vacant lattice sites,
(VI) interstitials, i.e. atoms occupying sites other
than lattice sites, A. , B. .’ l * x
(VII) foreign atoms, either interstitial, ML , or
substitutional, M . , M„.* A B
(VIII) dislocations
(IX) grain boundaries
(X) external surfaces.
For bulk single crystal lead chalcogenides (ll), (ill), (V) , (Vl) 
and (Vll) are important but for thin films (Vlll), (IX) and (x) 
become increasingly important. Atomic defects may exist singly 
or in association and may be either charged or neutral with 
respect to the crystal lattice. The notation allows for those 
possibilities by placing superscripts above the formula for the
/ Oimperfection, thus in the above list e and h denote negatively 
charged electrons and positively charges holes respectively, 
whilst and denote uncharged( with respect to the lattice)
vacancies at both A and B lattice sites.
2*3.1. Stoichiometric crystals.
In order to preserve stoichiometry, defects consist of 
pairs of point imperfections (intrinsic defects) which are 
created by thermal activation. The types of atomic defectt
found in stoichiometric crystals are >
(a) Sohottky-Wagner defect which involves the formation 
of a pair of vacancies one on the A- and one on the B~ sub­
lattice, viz: and . This reaction may be represented by
° ^ ' VA + VB + HS ’ K I R ]  = KS (l7)
where II is the enthalpy of the reaction and KQ is the SchottkyS o
constant which is of the form of equation (1 2 ), i.e.
ICg a Kg exp(~Hg/lcT)
THe square brackets denote concentrations of the various elements.
If the vacancies become ionised we obtain a second similar 
reaction:-
° ^ VA + VB + HS ’ V®1 = Kg (18)
Note that the value of the reaction constant is different in the 
two cases (equations 17 and 18) Kg^rKg .
(b) The Frenkel defect consists of a vacancy and an 
interstitial atom and may be either a cation defect with the A 
atom transferred to an interstice or an anioir defect with the 
B atom transferred to an interstice. The cation reaction may
he formulated:
A* + V f - A f  + V* * Hp , [A|[vf
assuming of course, that A^ + = constant
" KF (19)
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A reaction involving ionisation of the structure elements is 
also possible
aa + ^  AI + V1 + hf > Q jr aAi|Lva] B KF (2 0)
(c) A double interstitial defect is formed from one 
interstitial of each kind.
(d) An antistructure defect occurs when A atoms occupy B 
sites and an equal number of B atoms occupy A sites.
a a  + b b , f e ' BA = I(AN (21)‘AN ’ r B
Ionisation is also possible in this case, c/f Schottky and
/
Frenkel disorder.
In principle all four defects, (a), (b), (c) and (d) may 
occur simultaneously, however, the relative concentration of 
each will be determined by the characteristics of the crystal 
under observation. In the case of the lead ehalcogenides only 
(a) and (b) are thought possible and it does seem likely that 
an admixture of the two occurs.
Deviations from stoichiometry may be expressed in terms 
of the concentrations of lattice imperfections and/or in terms 
of the gross concentrations of the lattice constituents. The 
relation between the two enables conclusions to be drawn about 
the chemical composition if we have a knowledge of the 
imperfections or vice versa.
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2.3.2. Equilibrium between the solid and the gas phase.
If a crystal compound AB is in equilibrium with a gas 
phase the interaction between the solid and the gas may be 
represented by the following equations:-
A ( g ) ^ A *  + + Ha v , [ /B = P IC A AV (22)
A P 2IC 2 2^ (23)
where g denotes the gaseous form of A and B, and P the vapour 
pressure. Assuming a Schottlcy defect structure we can combine 
equations (18), (2 2) and (2 3 ) to obtain
PAPB* = K *» = K«/K A,rK2 AB s  “ V b 2V (24)
where K is the Schottlcy constant. The incorporation of atoms s
from the gas phase of course can produce' charged defects, thus
#  V * + e' + E„ ,B b VB b (25)
and yX
a VA p - Ka (2 6)
Ea and E^ are the ionisation energies and n and p are the
concentrations of electrons and holes respectively. The eombin 
ation of equations (2 2), (2 3 ), (2 5) and (2 6) gives
Afe) ^ 2: AA + v “ + e'' + HR , _VB ° ]  n = PAKR
tBe(g) ^  B* + VA' + h° + H ox> [v/ Ap = P 2IC y BqOX
(27)
(28)
where writing - ICAXr + and = IC„ tr + is often moreAV b OX Bo V a
convenient.
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Using the equation for np product, c/f equations (15) and 
(1 6 ), we have
0 ^  G/ + h° + E i , np = I<i (29)
from which we may obtain further relationships, e.g.
Ks - W A  (3°)
and II = If E. + E + Et 1 a b (3 1 )
Two more important conditions giving rise to further 
relationships are that of electroneutrality
(32)/n +
1 <
1 >
.
!__
_ = P +
_ V
and the equality of the number of A and B sublattice sites 
imposed by the crystal structure,
A ^
_V A_ + = B * _ B  _ + :< ]
0vJB_ (3 3 )
whioh may be re-written in terms of the deviation from 
stoichiometry,
S = X, X~] , y. © X A— _a a _ “ — + _VA _ VA (3 4 )
By using experimental data, the above equations may be 
exploited in order to calculate reaction constants and
if 2enthalpies. For example, Bloem and Kroger showed that for 
PbS at high temperatures the dominant neutrality conditions
n V. and p VPb applied, which on substitution in 
the above equations give expressions for the concentrations of 
electrons and holes on the lead rich (equations 35 and 3 7 ) and 
sulphur rich (equation 3 6) sides of the phase diagram i.e.
where PQ 2 is the effective pressure of sulphur on the lead 
2
rich side of the phase diagram.
p2 = K P * (36)p ox 1 S2
P 2 in equation (3 6 ) refers to the partial pressure on the 
2
sulphur rich side of the phase diagram. Equation (35) may be 
written in terms of the lead partial pressure, viz:-
”2 = KnpPb (3 7 )
Thus if a crystal of PbS is equilibrated under a known partial 
pressure of sulphur and the resultant carrier concentration 
measured at room temperature, a value for IC may he calculated-• • Oa
s
at the given equilibration temperature. This is the sort of
11 2experiment that Bloem and Kroger1" carried out on PbS and from 
which they produced values for all the reaction constants and 
enthalpies at high temperatures0
2.3.3* Sohottkv versus Frenkel disorder in the lead chalcogenides
u 2Bloem and Kroger assumed Schottky disorder to
predominate in PbS at high temperatures but lead interstitials
/
have been deduced present in the lead chalcogenides from tracer
6 X Xself diffusion experiments ~ and also because density and
lattice parameter measurements indicate that lead interstitials
and not selenium vacancies are the most abundant defect in lead 
12rich PbSeo ' Thus it seems essential to consider Frenkel 
disorder as an important defect. In fact, the diffusion 
experiments indicate that the defect structure consists of
1
Frenkel defects on the cation sublattice i.e. lead interstitials,
. ,6 - 1 1  rich
S.lS.l's.
£ X Xfor lead  ” and lead vacancies for chalcogen rich
material.
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The analysis of Frenkel disorder in a binary compound AB 
is analogous to the Schottky defect case. Thus we assume that 
the 11-type conductivity of lead rich material is due to singly
ionised interstitials. Into the various equations in the
o oSchottky defect section we substitute A^ for , Hp for H g , 
H AiV i?or ^AV an(  ^ similarly for the reaction constants, K.
As an example the equation equivalent to (2 7 ) is
A( g ) ^  A^ + e/ + IIR n = Pa Kr (2 7a)
where, in this case KR ~ ^AiV + *
2.4. Phase diagrams.
We now consider the form of the phase diagrams and their 
relationship to the defect structure of a binary compound AB* 
The phase relations may be completely specified by a three 
dimensional pressure-temperature-composition or P-T-x diagram, 
where x is the atom fraction of one of the elements. However, 
it is more common to draw two-dimensional T-x , P-x and P-T 
diagrams.
T-x Figure 1 illustrates a typical T-x diagram for a binary 
system A-B with one solid compound AB. There are several 
general points which should be appreciated (See figure l), 
firstly, all binary compounds have T-x diagrams that exhibit 
finite existence ranges, i.e. there is a range of compositions 
near x= 0.5 for which a single phase material is obtained. It
“I fXcan be shown that above 0 K the existence range (or phase 
width) can have values between 0 and 1 (atomic fraction - 
See table 1) but at absolute zero the existence range is zero
- 2 1 -
and the compound is exactly stoichiometric and completely 
ordered (provided the 3^d law of the thermodynamics is
obeyed’). In general one finds that insulators and semi­
conductors have narrow existence regions and metallic 
compounds wide ones.
Table 1 Approximate existence regions Ax (in atomic fractions) 
of some binary compounds (from reference 1 5 )
Material CdTe PbS SnS . PbTe MnTe Cr^S^ SnTe MnSb CuAu
Ax i c r 5 i o ~ 4 i ( T 4 i c T 4 i o " 5 i o ~ 2 i o ” 2 l c T 1 i
A knowledge of the shape of the liquidus and solidus and 
the position of the congruent melting point of a compound such 
as PbTe is needed for example in order to predict and understand 
how single crystals may be grown and how homogeneous in compos­
ition they are likely to be.
P-T The existence region as a function of temperature constitutes
important data for calculating the internal structure of a P-T
diagram. In general Log P is plotted against reciprocal
temperature since a linear relationship is often expected using
these coordinates (figure 2). The partial pressures of Bo along
the solidus lines for a compound AB are shown as a loop, "the
three-phase line," which is the line of constant total pressure
in the plot of total pressure versus composition where three
phases coexist in equilibrium. For the lead chaleogenides the
three phase lines of interest are vapour-liquid-solid above the
eutectic temperatures and vapour-solid-solid below these
temperatures. The two dashed straight lines (figure 2). set
upper and lower limits for the partial pressure, P , the
2
upper corresponding to that in equilibrium with pure B liquid 
(or solid below the eutectic temperature), and the lower to
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that corresponding to the equilibrium between pure A liquid
(solid) and solid A B . The latter is calculated from the vapour
pressure curve of pure A and making use of equation (24) above,
1P P 2 S3 KA1 B2 AD (2ii}
which relates the partial pressures of the elements in the 
presence of solid AB. At sufficiently low temperatures the 
upper and lower lines coincide respectively with the P-T curve 
for pure B2 and with that corresponding to pure A as calculated 
using equation (24).
The solid line in figure 2 shows the variation as a function 
of temperature of the partial pressure of AB molecules in 
equilibrium with solid A B . This pressure is normally assumed 
constant over the existence range of A B . The slope of the line 
is related to the heat of sublimation via the Clausius-Clapeyron 
equation.
If the derivative of the total pressure (P^B+PA+PB )
2
is put to zero, we obtain, using equation 2 2 , an expression for 
the minimum total pressure:-
PB (rain) = (Ka b /2)* (38)
The locus of this curve (figure 2) represents the partial 
pressures of Bg in equilibrium with congruently subliming AB 
whose composition, in general, may he rich in A or B.
As mentioned above (section 2.3.2) an excess of A or B 
may he related to the number of.charged defects present in the 
crystal and, assuming a simple neutrality relationship e.g.
P OVB , we can obtain carrier concentrations as a function
of temperature and pressure by suitable experimentation.
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Having carried out such experiments it is possible to construct 
a P-T diagram containing internal structure i.e. details of how 
the concentration of defects is altered by variation of 
temperature and pressure. Figure 2 illustrates this point by 
displaying lines of equal carrier concentration as a function 
of P and l/T for a compound. AB.
Using statistical mechanical arguments, Brebrick has 
calculated an equation for the internal structure of the 
existence region:-
i ln(pBV P B ) = sinh~X(n~p/2Kg2 ) + sinlf1 (n-p/2n i) ^  ^
where P*.1 is the partial pressure of B in equilibrium with the 
2
intrinsic (stoichiometric) crystal and n^is the intrinsic carrier
4 4concentration which is equivalent to (np) 2 or K| (see section 
2 . 3 .2 ).
17Using a similar analysis Brebrick has also calculated an 
expression for the slope of the existence region as a function 
of reciprocal temperature (T-x diagram). In terms of carrier 
concentration, (n-p), his equation is:-
d [in(n-p)] /d (l/T) = -AHA/kf (kQ)
where A.Ha is the heat involved in reversibly.. transferring an 
atom of A from solid AB to the coexistent liquid, f is a 
parameter whose value depends on the relative magnitudes of 
(n-p),n, and and is given byX o
f = jn-p|/2ni + j n-p|/2Kg2
j( In-Pl/Snj^)2 + fj'5' ~( |n-p|/2K 's * ) 2 + f 2
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Thus in the region where the compound is in equilibrium with
essentially either pure A or pure B, the slope of the
existence region along a straight line portion may be either
AH^/k or AH^/21c depending upon whetherjn-pj is intermediate
/  i.in value between 2n. and 2K 2 or large compared to both.
jL O
Further comments will he made about these expressions when 
the results for the lead clialoogenides are being discussed.
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Figure 1 : T-x phase diagram 
for a binary compound A-B.
Liq-*- g a s ^ ^ B 9(g) for pure
B .
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bttI Bo(§
for pure 
A
RECIPROCAL TEMPERATURE 
Figure 2 ; P-T phase diagram 
for a. binary compound AB^ e.g. 
for the lead chalcogenides.
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Chapter 3 ,
CALCULATION OF THE P-T-x PHASE DIAGRAM
FOR PbTe AND PbSe
3.1. Introduction
In order to calculate P-T-x diagrams various experimental 
data are needed such as (i) phase width (maximum existence range) 
as a function of temperature, (ii) intrinsic carrier concentration 
as a function of temperature (iii) whether the charged defects 
are singly or doubly charged, (iv) variation of partial pressure 
of the components with temperature, etc. This chapter discusses 
the measurement and calculation of the various parameters needed 
for the P-T-x diagram determination and at the same time gathers 
together existing data in order to obtain the best possible 
results.
3.2. Phase widths of PbTe and PbSe.
Various authors have estimated phase widths for the lead
chalcogenides, the main-methods being to equilibrate samples at
constant temperature in a lead or chaleogen rich atmosphere such
that the vapour pressure is slightly greater than that needed
1 2to hring the sample to the phase extremity. ’ After sufficient 
time for equilibration the samples are quenched and measured at 
room temperature. Because it is diffusion controlled, this 
method can only easily be carried out at high temperatures, 
lower temperatures needing infinitely long soak times I However, 
it has been shown that vapour phase equilibration, as described 
above, followed by precipitation experiments at low temperatures
>
where the sample is enclosed in an evacuated quartz ampoule
with little free space, allows equilibrium to be achieved
quicker because precipitation at low temperatures is a faster
3 4-process than equilibration with the vapour phase. ’
Having quenched the samples after equilibration/precipitation 
experiments at elevated teinperatues the carrier concentration 
is measured at room temperature,' or more commonly at 77°IC 
because the Hall coefficient may be slightly temperature 
dependent but tends to a constant value below 300°K. The 
measured carrier concentration estimated from the Hall co­
efficient, Rh  - l/py^e, equals the number of excess lead or
chalcogen atoms present in the material because it has been 
5-8found that
I P -n oc PB * 2
where B=Te,Se,S. The above expression arises from equation (3 6 )
(Chapter 2 ) and the neutrality condition p =
n =
V  ^Pb
y 0 Te
or
, i.e. the number of charge carriers p or n
equals the number of excess tellurium or lead atoms added to
the crystal. Thus the maximum phase width may be obtained from
experiments as described above.
Experiments to measure the phase width of PbTe have been
*
carried out by equilibrating bars, (rv 1 . 0  x 0 . 2 x 0 . 2 cm) cut 
from the "as grown" Bridgman ingots, in 40%Pb-60$Te or 
55%Pb-45%Te vapour at 800°C to give tellurium rich and lead rich
1 omaterial respectively. ’ Precipitation experiments were then 
performed at lower temperatures, the results being compared with
-1 0 ^ 1  Apreviously reported values ’ in figures 1 and 2 .
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These experiments were carried out on samples sealed in
evacuated quartz ampoules with little free space. Similar
experiments were carried out with PbSe bars using 40%Pb-60%Se
and 60^Pb~40%Se to create the selenium rich and lead rich
atmospheres at 800°G, the results being compared with
4 6 11-14previously reported values, in figures 3 -and 4, ’ ’
To check when the equilibrium point i.e. the phase extremity, 
was attained, the Hall coefficient was measured at room 
temperature as a function of anneal time. When identical 
values were obtained at successive measurements the samples 
were assumed to be at equilibrium.
p-type PbTe seems reasonably easy to equilibrate and
results from most authors agree (figure l) but for T>600°C
there is apparently a constant carrier concentration which is
thought to result from too slow a quench rate from these 
2temperatures. The reason for this is that the thermal 
diffusivity is such that the sample anneals more rapidly than 
it can cool. Thus a dotted line is drawn for the phase 
extremity at the highest temperatures and is consistent with 
the calculated P-T-x diagram (see section 3.4.5-). The kink 
which occurs near the melting point of tellurium (figure l) 
appears to be the result of jp -nJ being intermediate in value
/  L  .between 2n. and 2K 2, (see seetion2.4 of Chapter 2 ).X s
With the exception of doping, there seems to be great.
difficulty in producing good quality lead rich PbTe which is
apparent from the scatter of results in figure 2 . Brebrick and 
2Gubner took great care in their material preparation and 
annealing, thus theirs seem to be the most reliable data.
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It is more easy to produce good quality, homogeneous
p-type and n-type PhSe than PhTe, which is apparent from the
small scatter of results for the phase width studies of PbSe
(figures 3 and 4 )? *fche full lines of the latter figures being
14approximately those of Calawa. At low temperatures there 
appears to be a kink in the n-type phase extremity which is
consistent with n -p heing intermediate in value between
/2n. and 2IC 2 (c/f p-type PbTe). The slope of the low 1 s
temperature part (0,25eV) has been drawn to be half the high 
temperature value.
The full lines of figures 1, 2, 3 and 4 are the results 
used in the P-T-x diagram calculations of sections 3,5 and 3.6,
3,3. Calculation of the intrinsic carrier concentration, n^,
as a function of temperature for PbTe, PbSe and PbS.
The band model used in the calculation consists of simple
parabolic conduction and valence bands (CB and VB1 respectively)
separated by an energy gap, E^. A second heavy mass valence band
(VB2) is situated a distance, Ey, from the principal valence band,
VB1 (see figure 5 ) . ^  It was assumed Ey - O.lOeV for PbTe at 300°K
15and decreases with increasing temperature . , thus VB2 becomes
increasingly significant at higher temperatures. The sum 
: + E.rg v(E v ) was kept constant hut Eo. increased as 4.10~ZieV/°K
up to E (max) which occurs at about 450-500°KX^ and is assumed &
to be constant at higher temperatures. The light mass hole and 
electron effective density, of states masses ( m ^  and m c^e
respectively) are assumed to increase as T3 * up to the
-Xr ftemperature where E^ becomes constant, whilst m ^  (the mass of
, . . .  
carriers in VB2) is assumed to be invariant with temperature.
2The np product (=n^ = IC^) for a two valence band model
is given by
np = nPl (1 + Pg/p-U (1)
where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the light mass and heavy 
mass valence bands respectively. The ratio of the concentration 
of heavy mass holes to light mass holes at temperature, T°K is
P2/Pi = )3//2 exp ("Ev/kT> (2 )
The product np^ may be written as
nP1 = ‘i ( 2TTmolc'|3T3 3/ 2 exp(-Eg /kT) (3 )
XAs the masses are proportional to T 3 we have
(a) for T A Ji50°K, np, = c V ‘ exp(-E /lcT) (4)
(b) T^A50°K, np, = c " T3exp(-E /kT) (5)
-L §
where C / and are temperature independent constants.
Equation (l) was used to calculate the np product for PbTe
as it is known that the heav3ir mass valence hand becomes
15significantly populated above room temperature. For PbSe and 
PbS equation (3 ) was used assuming no contribution from a heavy 
mass valence band, i.e. p0 = 0. The values of the parameters 
used in the calculations are shown in table 1 and the results 
are. shown graphically in figure 6 .
At high temperatures we -see. that np cc. exp(-Ei/kT) where 
is not the energy gap but an effective activation energy of the 
np product which takes into account the pre-exponential 
temperature dependences (see section 2.2 of Chapter 2 ).
TABLE 1 Band parameters used in the calculation of the np 
product and the E^ values determined from them.
Parameter PbS PbSe PbTe
Eg0 (0°K), (eV) 0.28 0.14 0.18
I5g (max) , (oV) o.45a 0.34a o.35b
dEg/dTa (eV/°K) 4.10”^ 4.10~4 4.10
Ey (300°1C), (eV) 0.38*^ 0.38", 0.37^ 0.10°
mdl/“o (hole) 0.40d O.350
f0.35
“d2/mo (hole) (300°K) / - 0.9^ 2.1°
m V/m (electron) e/ o N ' 0.40d 0.30e 0.25f
E. (oalo) VBI 0 o64 0 9 56 -
(600-1200°IC) VB2 1.0 1.0 0.58, (0.54)g
E^ (experimental),(eV) 1 .0h 0.61 , 1.2^ -
(600-1200°K)
N.B. VB1 and VB2 refer to one valence hand and two valence 
band models respectively.
*y Estimated to give reasonable values of n^ at high 
temperatures.
Vinogradova et.al. Sov. Phys. Sol. St. 3 (1969) 231 
See next page for footnotes to the above table.
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Gibson, A.F., Proc . Phys. Soc. 6_5, 378-388, 1952 
Mean of three results, 0.39 eV from reference (a) above 
0.3^- eV from Tauber, R.N. et al., J. Appl, Phys. 37, 
4855-4860, 1966; and 0,33 eV, Rogers L.M., and 
Crocker, A.J., to he- published.
Rogers, L.M. , Brit. J. Appl. Phys. 18_, 1227-1235, 1967 
Kroger, F.A., "The Chemistry of Imperfect Crystals,"
N. Holland Puhl. Co., p.501, 1964.
Rogers, L.M., and Crocker, A.J., to be published, 
Johnson, G.W. , J. Electron Control, 1_2, 421-432, 1962 
Bis - ref. 22.
Kroger - ref. 29.
Ohashi & Igaki - ref. 11.
Zlomanov - ref. 6 .
The calculated values of for PbSe and PbS are lower than 
experimental values at high, temperatures, but good agreement 
between experimental and calculated values of np is achieved 
at low temperatures, (figure 6 ).
An explanation for the differing calculated and experi­
mental values of np at high temperatures for PbS and PbSe 
might be due to a breakdown in the assumed band model.
Recent work has shown discontinuities in Hall mobility and
Seebeck coefficient which might be attributable to a second
17 18valence band in PbSe. A subsequent paper gave more
definite evidence for a second valence band with 
Ey = 0.37 - (3.5-4.0) . 10~^eV/oK and m.* ~  0.9niQ .
Using these values together with those of table 1, the np 
product for PbSe was re-calculated and found to increase 
(figure 7) compared with the previous calculation. Several 
other sets of parameters were tried but it is clear that the 
numerical values of the simple two band model i.e. no second 
heavy mass valence band, are nearest the experimentally 
determined values at high temperatures. However, the experi­
mental slopes, E i r^/ leV for PbSe (and PbS) can only be achieved 
theoretically using the above model if the presence of two 
valence bands is hypothesised (see, for example, curve B of 
figure 7 ) .
In order to be consistent with experimental work, the 
calculated curve at low temperatures for PbSe has been
extended to pass through the high temperature experimental
points 6,11(curve C of figure 7) and these represent the
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values of ru used in the calculation of the P-T-x diagram 
for PbSe (see section 3.6). For PbTe the calculated curve 
of figure 6 is used, as little experimental data is available 
for comparison, (see section 3 .5 . for a discussion of this 
point).
3 *Zl * Validity of the PbTe band structure model.
In order to decide if the band model for PbTe is 
realistic, especially for T >300°K, we now calculate the 
intrinsic resistivity as a function of temperature using the 
previously calculated n^ values (section 3 .3 .) and the 
reported dependence of mobility with temperature. The 
calculated values are then compared both with experimentally 
determined resistance - temperature curves for several PbTe 
single crystals (p^qq Ci 1 0 1 ^cm~^) and with values quoted in 
the literature.
3.4.1, Measurement of resistivity versus temperature for 
bulk single crystal PbTe.
Bars of PbTe (<^ 1 x 1 x 8 mm) were cut from an "as grown
-5Bridgman ingot, sealed in evacuated ( ^ 1 0  torr) quartz 
envelopes with little free space and equilibrated for 5 months 
at 200~250°C in an attempt to get low carrier concenti'ation 
material. After the equilibration experiments the bars were 
quenched in water and the Hall coefficient and resistivity 
measured using the van der Pauw method. The carrier
17 -3concentration of the three measured bars was P ^ o o ^  1 ° cm • 
The resistivity as a function of temperature was 
obtained by placing each specimen, in turn, in a small furnace 
applying a constant current and following the change in
potential difference across voltage probes which consisted of
spark welded platinum wires about 4mra apart on the long
dimension of the PbTe bar. The current electrodes covered
/ 2 %the whole end areas of the bar l x l  inm ) and consisted 
of "silver-dag" in which platinum wires were embedded. All 
three samples were cycled up to about 500°K and bade to room 
temperature and showed no significant hysteresis. Thus no 
doping by oxygen due to heating the samples in air was 
apparent. The temperature was measured by means of a 
chromel/alume1 thermocouple placed in contact with the PbTe 
bar whose dimensions were measured with a travelling micro­
scope capable of measuring to l/lOOth mm.
The resistivities for all three samples coincide in the 
intrinsic region at high temperatures (figure 8 ). However, 
on going through the maximum with decreasing teiirperature the 
curves separate as a consequence of their differing carrier 
concentrations in the extrinsic resistivity range (see tahle
Table 2 Some properties of the PbTe bars used to determine 
the resistivity as a function of temperature.
Sample P^nn^0111 ) Hall mobility, Cross sectional2 2 ^U^(cm /v .sec) area (mm ).
332 <100> 3.1. 1 0 1 7 700 1.07 x 1 . 0 2
332 <110> 4.0. 1017 776 1.01 x 0.96
291 1.5. 1 0 1 7 760 2 . 2 5 x 2.20
+  < 100>  and 4 llo'/? signify that the bars were 
oriented with these directions parallel to the long dimension
3.4.2. Comparison of 6U (experimental) with literature values
The slope and resistivity at 500°K, i-.e. in the 
intrinsic resistivity region, is compared with previously 
reported values in table 3. There is reasonable agreement in 
the slope, the mean value of which is 0.18 i 0.02eV. However, 
the actual value of the res istivity varies considerably which 
could be a consequence of poor material i.e. containing micro­
cracks, pores, etc., especially as some of the Hall mobilities 
are rather lower than one expects for good single crystal PbTe
o 2(table 3 ), i.e. - 1 6 0 0 cm / sec. for electrons and + 850cm /sec 
for holes.^ Bearing this in mind we might be led to discount 
the results of Miller and Shogenji, in which case the experi­
mental value reported here might be a little high. The mean 
of all values of table 3 gives ^(500°K) ^  0 . 0 7 0 + 0 .0 2 5  ^ 6,cm.
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Table 3 Inti'insie resistivity of PbTe at 500°K
Author I-Iall mobility, 
2
ASoO°lJOBI
Scanlon' 
Miller2
Shogenj i 
Putley4
Figure 8
- 1300 
- 1100 
+ 500 
+ 500 i loo 
- 1500 
+ 850 
+ (700 - 780)
Slope (eV) ?i500°IC^’cm)
0.15
0.19
0.035 1 0.002 
0 . 1 1
0.18
0 . 2 1
0.08
0.055
0.18 ± 0.01 0.069 1 0.006
1. Scanlon, W.W., Phys. Rev. 126, (1 9 6 2) 509
2. Miller, E„, et.al., J. Appl. Phys., 32. (1961) 2457
3. Shogenji, K. & Uohiyama, S., J. Phys. Soc. Jap. 1_2 (1957) 252
4. Putley, E.II., Proc. Phys. Soc. B68, (1955) 22
Note + and - signs refer to holes and electrons 
respe ctively.
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The intrinsic conductivity, Orj(= l / ^ ) is given by 
the equation
°T  = pl e/ lHl + p 2e/% 2  + n<^ I Ie  
where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer, as before, to the light 
mass and heavy mass valence bands respectively andyliH is the 
Hall mobility. The definition of intrinsic conductivity 
implies that *    . . .
3.4.3* Calculation of(T versus temperature for PbTe.
n = px + P2 = n.
Thus 0-J - e + P2/ 112) + ni/ne_
Also, if x - (l + Pg/pp) then,
(1)
(2 )
or
Pl + p2 = x px 
Po = Pi (x-1) (3)
If equation (3 ) is substituted into equation (l), we have 
n± - p1x or p-j^ = ru/x (4)
and using equations (3 ) and (4) we obtain p2 in terms of
p 2 “ ni ^  “ 1/x ^ (5)
On substituting equations (4) and (5) into equation (2) we can 
write C-j as a function of n^, x and the Hall mobilities,
<*r - e n i9% l  / h l2^x + n i^(/U-He +^ H 2 ^ (6)
-40-
At 300°K, the Hall mobilities were assumed to be/Xjje = l600,
2 IQ/’('HI= 8^0 andyA.H 2=55 cm /v.see y withyt(.He and .U.H1 varying as
ip—5/2 andyttjj2 as ■ Values of x were previously
calculated as a function of temperature to obtain the np 
product (section 3*3). -Thus OuT was found using the above 
data (see curve 1 , figure 9 ).
The calculated value of at 500°K is much lower than 
the experimental value (section 3 .4 .2 ), thus it seems some 
adjustment of parameters is needed to obtain better agreement.
The calculated intrinsic resistivity at a given temperature 
cannot be greater than that for a two band model, i.e. no heavy 
mass valence band, VB2, thus assuming E o.(max) = 0.4eV, curve 2 
(figure 9 ) is obtained and agrees with experimental values
suggesting that VB2 is not very significant near 500°K. A 
third variation in band parameters was tried (curve 3 > figure 9 ) 
using the values E = 0.18 + 4 .10-,!ieV/oK, Ey = 0 .16-2.10""'‘eV/oK
CD V
and E {r(max) = 0.4eV. This result, although nearer the measured 
values does not give the correct slope at the high temperature 
end. A slightly better agreement between calculated and 
experimental values and high temperature slope may be 
obtained by taking into consideration the effect of non- 
parabolicity of the energy bands. However, it seems probable 
that some of the assumed temperature dependences must be 
incorrect, but as there are so many variables involved it is 
not worth pursuing the matter to obtain better agreement.
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When the n^ values, are used to calculate reaction
constants one must be aware that there are discrepancies
in the band model and parameters used. The errors will of
course be larger for ^  than'n^ because extra variables are
introduced for the former, e.g. Hall mobilities.
To conclude, it seems that the assumed temperature
dependences of ete. are not wholly consistent at
elevated temperatures, but without further experimental work
it is not possible to suggest where the error lies. There is,
for example, the possibility of a change in scattering
mechanism above room temperature which would affect the
20 21numerical values of the band - parameters * ■ It is felt that
the calculated curve of versus temperature for PbTe 
(figure 6 ) is the best obtainable from the low temperature 
hand parameters.
3.5. Calculation of reaction constants and the P-T-x phase 
diagram for PbTe.
22A Schottky defect model was assumed by Bis and Fujimoto
Oand Sato who have experimentally determined part of the P-T-x 
diagram at high temperatures. In this section the same model 
is used to calculate more fully the P-T-x diagram over the 
temperature range 200°C to the congruent melting point. The 
results should thus be applicable to the growth of epitaxial 
films whose substrate temperatures are usually in the range 
200-300°C. Most of the data used in the calculations have been 
discussed in the previous sections of this chapter, the main 
point of interest now being the combination of the T-x and P-T
-42-
diagrams in order to calculate reaction constants and the 
internal structure of the P-T-x diagram.
3.5.1. Calculation of the three phase line for PbTe
The envelope of the P~T diagram is called the "three 
phase line" (see Chapter 2 ) of which the liquid-vapour-solid 
and vapour-solid-solid lines are of particular interest to our 
calculations.
x.
23Brebrick and Strauss' have measured the variation of
tellurium pressure along the liq.uid-vapour-solid line of PbTe
and these results are used for the envelope of the high
temperature part of the P-T diagram (figure 10). At l.ower
temperatures there is no available data, thus the three phase
line has been assumed to be the pressure of tellurium over
24pure tellurium and the pressure of lead over pure lead.
This assumption should be reasonable at low temperatures where
PbTe is in equilibrium with essentially pure lead on the lead
rich extreme and pure tellurium on the tellurium rich extreme
of the existence region. The lead rich side of the three
phase line was calculated using the values of calculated
by Bis22 the results being plotted as log (Pfpe ) versus
2
reciprocal absolute temperature in figure 1 0 .
We now relate the T-x results (figures 1 and 2) to the 
P-T projection (i.e. three phase line - figure 10). This is 
done by assuming that the vacancy concentration versus l/T 
curves correspond to vacancy concentrations along the three 
phase boundary line of the P-T diagram (figure 10).
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It is then possible to calculate various reaction constants 
using equations 27 and 28 etc., e.g. figure 1 1 shows K and 
as a function of reciprocal temperature.o x
Since the p-type phase boundary (figure l) crosses the
a. 0line versus l/T at ^ 7 0 0  K, two different neutrality
conditions apply to the calculation of as a function of
temperature, i.e.
(i) w 700°K,
■onus jv ' j
L-
P VPb]
P 2 K LTe2 iV0X
(ii) T 700°K, ni V '
Jl
P 2 K Te g OX
VPb] but p = V  (ni > VPb ) .
The internal structure of the P-T diagram was determined 
using values of and IC^ calculated from phase width data as
just explained. The lines of constant carrier concentration
r  /  ' 1 7  — ^e.g. ( j = 10 cm , were determined using the calculated
values of (section 3.3), XQX and equation 28 (Chapter 2 ).
In this way values of Prpe were obtained as a function of
2
temperature for a constant vacancy concentration. The lead rich 
side of the P-T-x diagram was calculated in a similar fashion
making use of equation (27) and the fact that IC, = P,
i
'2'P Pb'
O / \If the experimental results of Fujimoto and Sato (F.S.) are
compared with the calculated values of Pqi as a function of
2
vacancy concentration it transpires that F.S.’s values of K s
are much smaller than those calculated here. With this in mind
jldiagrams of vacancy concentration versus Kq^P^q 2 were re-drawn 
to fit their experimental points (figure 1 2 ) and show that it is
;■/*' From Chapter 2.
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possible to obtain higher values of IC^  which are more 
consistent with the present calculations. Using these 
adjusted experimental results (figure 12) it is now possible 
to calculate various reaction constants and compare them with 
those calculated here (table 4).
Table 4 Comparison of experimental (ref. 8) and calculated 
reaction constants for PbTe.
Temperature
(°C)
Reaction constants
K 7 2 (cm"’-s N 5) K i 2 ( CDl"^  ) Knv(cm~8torr 2'U A
F.S. T-x F.S. T-x F.S. T-x
750 8.5.1017 8 .1 0 17 6 .1 0 18 1 0 19 1 .3 .1 0 38 1 .8 .1 0 38
6oo 2 . 1 0 17 1 0 17 2 .1 0 18 6 .1 0 18 6.4.1037 1 .7 .1 0 38
Most reaction constants calculated from F.S. are less than 
those calculated here (table 4), however, the high temperature
results (750°C) agree reasonably well. The differences in the
xIC^ 2 values, if not experimental, can probably be accommodated 
by adjusting parameters in the calculation, e.g. effective 
masses,energy gap, temperature dependence, etc. (see section
3.3.). At 600°C it is not so easy to reconcile the two sets of 
results. However, F.S.’s value is less than the author’s
because their carrier concentration is not the equilibrium 
value at the phase boundary (c/f figure l), i.e. [jpbJ ;i's 
too low presumably because of an insufficiently long annealing 
time .
Although there are a number of discrepancies between 
the present calculation and the adjusted results of F.S., it 
is felt that the calculated P-T diagram (figure 10) will give 
adequate guidance for the production and annealing of thin 
films of lead telluride. However, the n-type part is more 
uncertain (see section 3 *2 ) than the p-type and needs further 
experimental attention.
If a PbTe film behaves in a bulk-like manner, it is 
reasonably certain (from figure 10) that on annealing at 300°C 
in a tellurium environment (with P- 10”^torr) the vacancy
X 6  Q
concentration will be less than 10 era , i.e. the film will 
become intrinsic. This last statement is only true for a 
PbTe composition within the three phase boundary and if thermo­
dynamic equilibrium is achieved.
3.6. Calculation of reaction constants and the P-T-x diagram
for PbSe.
There is more experimental data available for PbSe than 
for PbTe,. However, as yet, the phase width measurements have not 
been related to the internal structure (experimental) of the 
P-T-x diagram. Neither have the results (as with PbTe) been 
extrapolated to low temperatures where they should give useful 
guidance in the preparation of PbSe films. Hence this section 
gathers the available experimental data and calculates a P-T-x 
diagram consistent with both the theory of Chapter 2 and with 
experiment.
Following the work on the density and lattice parameter of 
PbSe as a function of stoichiometry together with diffusion 
data (see Chapter .2 ), Zlomanov^ analysed his high temperature 
results assuming the defect structure of Pb-rich and Se-rich
- 4 6 -
PbSe to be the ionised lead interstitial and lead vacancy 
respectively. Thus in contrast to the PbTe results this 
section will analyse the PbSe P-T-x diagram using the ahove 
mentioned model which is similar to the Schottky defect 
model if replaces Hg etc. (see Chapter 2 ).
The calculation of reaction constants and internal
structure is essentially identical to that for PbTe. However, 
a few points will be elaborated below.
The three phase line was obtained from values of KpbSe
7 11calculated by Ohashi and Igaki * and using published data
for the vapour pressure of lead and selenium as a function of 
24temperature.
The calculated high temperature values of gave poor 
agreement between the experimental and calculated internal 
structure, "However, values of IC^  described by a smooth curve 
drawn through the high temperature experimental points and the 
calculated low temperature curve gave much improved agreement 
(curve C, figure 7). A number of inconsistences were apparent 
at high temperatures on the p~side but were reconciled by 
adjustment of values so that experimental and calculated
internal structure coincided. This adjustment suggested that 
the three-phase line at high temperatures is incorrect so a 
new line was calculated to be consistent with experimental data. 
Although this recalculated line disagrees with the results of 
Ohashi and Igaki by about an order of magnitude at some points 
it is preferred because a departure from ideal behaviour is 
most likely at these temperatures, i.e. the vapour pressure of
- 4 7 -
selenium over PbSe is probably less than that over pure 
selenium suggesting the activity coefficient of selenium 
becomes less than unity at high temperatures, c/f PbS^,
ZnTe2^, CdTe2^, HgTe2^, PbTe2  ^where the activity of Te0 
(and Sg) has decreased considerably at high temperatures.
The values of Kq-^ . and KR used to calculate the P-T-x 
phase diagram (figure 1 3 ) appear in figure 14 together with
ICp as a function of temperature. Note that and were
JLcalculated similarly to those for PbTe but in this case KL2
is always less than jVp^~| or a temperatures
between 200°C and the congruent melting point.
3.7. Discussion
There are a number of points which have not been mentioned
so far but warrant some discussion. In order to calculate the
three phase line the vapour pressure of both species P^ and
P.p. is required and have been measured over a large temperature 
2 24range. The values of PR on the A-rich side of the phase
2
diagram are obtained knowing the enthalpy HAB of the reaction
A(g) + iB2 (g) '•= AB( s)
where g and s denote gas and solid respectively. may be
calculated from the enthalpy ^ of the reaction (see ref 2 7 )
A(g ) + B(g ) = AB (s )
if the dissociation energies of Sg, Seg and Teg gas are
28known. The required expression is
HA,B " HAB + h d /2 *
- 4 8 -  ,
For PbTe, B and H^/2 are known at 300°K and give rise to
9 ' 22 IIAB = 3.64eV. However the value estimated by Bis at high
temperatures is 3*33eV. The latter author’s values of ^p^rpe
were extrapolated to low temperatures without allowing for a
change in enthalpy, thus a small error will arise in the
position of the lead rich phase boundary at these temperatures.
Similar errors also arise for the lead rich PbSe phase boundary.
2QKroger 7 calculated an effective ionisation energy of
0.14eV at high temperatures (^1000°K) for lead and sulphur 
vacancies in PbS. This was obtained from the formula for the 
concentration of ionised vaoancies at temperature T°Ki“
Kft - 4 (2Tm0kT/h2 ) («Ea/kT)
where EQ is the actual ionisation energy of vacancies and musta
be O.OleV for the lead chalcogenides in order to give a
value of Ka consistent with experimental observation. If we
Xassume m oCUT3 , the above expression becomes
Ka oC T^ /2 exp(-Ea/lcT) oC exp(~Ea /kT).
Assuming E Q rsj O.OleV, we find that e J  0.l4eV in theu a
temperature range 1000-1200°K. At lower temperatures, E ^
is less and for PbTe and PbSe in the .range 400-100°K wehave
E / ^  E, rv/ 0.10 - 0.02eV. This result may be incorporated a d
in the calculations so that KQX and ICR are split into
(Kp y + Ka ) and (&av + Kb^* However, this was not carried 2
out because of the uncertainty in and E- (^O.OleV) thea D
values of which are the result of intuition rather than experiment.
- 4 9 -
Recent band structure calculations suggest that there is 
no ionisation energy of vacancies in PbTe and obviously there 
is a need for careful experimental confirmation of the lack of 
freeze-out of carriers hear 0°K. Following the above theoret­
ical study of PbTe^°, Logothetis and Holloway -^ 1 attempted to 
explain experimental properties in terms of doubly ionised 
lead and tellurium vacancies assuming ionised defects to be 
the predominant scattering mechanism at low temperatures 
(T 50°K). Although their arguments are plausible, they do 
not agree with all the existing experimental data e.g. the 
self diffusion work on PbTe suggests singly ionised lead 
interstitials are the active species . 10 Thus, no attempt 
has been made here to explain the thermodynamics in terms of 
doubly ionised defects, although this aspect can easily he 
accommodated.
Finally the enthalpies of several reactions for PbTe and
PbSe are compared with those for P b S ^  (table 5), all values
being estimated at high temperatures (rv800-1100°K). For PbTe
there is little data available for comparison. However there is
22good agreement with the results of Bis. From the temperature
dependence of defect concentration under constant pressure,
32Kobayashi estimated the enthalpy for formation of Pb and Te 
vacancies in PbTe to be 0.3eV and 1.2eV respectively, but did 
not explain clearly how these numbers were obtained or whether 
any ionisation energy of vacancies was incorporated in the 
results.
3 0
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The PbSe results (table 5) are numerically less than
those calculated by Zlomanov^ but his data-is consistent
with the calculations carried out here. The results of
11Ohashi and Igaki are also in agreement with those deter­
mined here ,
Table 5 Comparison of some reaction enthalpies for the 
lead chalcogenides (T'v'800-1100°K) .
Enthalpy(eV) PbTe PbSe PbS^
H s (or Hp ) r *X- 2.6 2.7* 2.5
E .l 0.58 0.78 1.0
II' (or IIF' ) 2.3 2.2 1.78
h r -1.0 -0.94 -1.34
Hox 0.53 0.30 0.64
+  Results taken from Kroger (ref.29)
Calculated assuming = e / = 0.14eV
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Figure 1 :Phase width of p-type PhTe as a function of 
reciprocal temperature.
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Figure2 : Phase width of n-type PbTe as a function 
of reciprocal temperature.
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THE PROPERTIES OF ALLOYS BASED ON PbTe
Chapter 4 .
^ * Alloys of group II elements with PbTe
4.1.1. Introduction
Following the work on the PbTe-Cd Te system^ it 
seemed likely that other elements of group II of the periodic 
table might also form solid solutions with PbTe.
Crystalline alloys containing Mg, Ca, Zn and Ilg were grown 
by the Bridgman method hut only Mg was found to be appreciably 
soluble. The amount of second phase in the Zn and Hg samples 
decreased noticeably for small bars cut from the "as grown" 
ingots, annealed in vacuo at 800°C for about 20 hours and 
quenched in water. This suggested that either the solubility 
of Zn and Hg in PbTe is retrograde or that they are prefer­
entially evaporated during the annealing experiments. Assuming
2that Zn was soluble in PbTe , it was decided to concentrate the
experimental work on the systems PbTe-ZnTe and PbTe-MgTe.
later
Work on the PbTe-HgTe system was ^ /abandoned because explosions 
occurred for alloys having a high Hg content due to its large 
vapour pressure at the fusion temperature (^950°C). Work on 
the PbTe-HgTe system by the Russians has shown the solubility 
of HgTe to be retrograde and a maximum of about 5 mol % at 600°C.
The work reported be low-estimates (i) the phase width of 
Pbg ^75 Cdg 025 Te t (ii) the phase widths of Pb^ x Mgx Te and 
Pbx_x Znx Te as a function of alloy content (iii) the solubilities 
of MgTe and ZnTe in PbTe, (iv) various electrical properties
-68-
such as Ilall mobility, Seebeck coefficient as a function of 
alloy oontent, etc.
^ 1 • 2 * Preparation of materials and measurement techniques.
Crystalline ingots of Ph.. A Te (A = Mg , Cd , Zn ,Hg , Ca)
X  A .
were grown from the elements (99*999$ pare) by the Bridgman 
method. However, polycrystalline lumps of HgTe were sometimes 
used instead of liquid mercury. Most compositions were 
reacted in quartz crucibles about 50°C above the freezing 
point but some Cd and Mg alloys were grown in carbon crucibles 
which had been previously outgassed at 1200°C in a stream of 
Ng gas. Before lowering (at 4 or 8 mm/hour) through the 
temperature gradient ('vl5“20°C/cm. at the freezing point) the 
charge was shaken several times to ensure the formation of a 
homogeneous melt. After several hours in the molten state the 
ingots were lowered through the furnace followed by slow 
cooling.
The Pb, Mg Te alloys (0<x4:0.20) with more than
JL —X X
5 mol % MgTe contained second phase material, some of which 
was found to be in grain boundaries and some as intragranular 
precipitates. All the "as grown" Ph1 Zn Te ingots, where
X “* X  X
x = 0 .0 1 , 0 .0 2 , 0 . 0 3 were two phase but an ingot having 
x = 0.005 was single phase. Both the Pbn v Cav Te (x = 0.01)
X —X  X
and Pbn Hg„ Te (x = 0.005, 0.01, 0.02) systems were two phase
1  —X X  •
for the "as grown" ingots. Ingots of P b ^ x  Cdx Te (x*o 0.025) 
were single phase but an increase in cadmium content 
(e.g. rJ io mol$) can produce material with Widmanstatten
Xprecipitates. Similar precipitates, but on a much finer scale,
-69-
occur in high alloy content Ph. Mg Te (x rj 0.10) but have
JL A.
been interpreted as rod eutectic rather than Widinanstatten 
precipitates.
The PbTe-HgTe material was grown from a mixture of Pb,
Te and Iig with the exception of the 2 mol % ingot which was 
grown from a mixture of P b , Te and HgTe in order to control 
the reaction more easily and prevent the explosion which 
invariably occurred when using 2 mol % of liquid mercury.
The method using HgTe was found to be more controllable than 
the liquid Ilg method but the resultant ingots were porous and 
not suitable for electrical or optical (i.e. infra red) analyses
In order to determine the phase width of the systems, 
single orystal speoimons normally 2 x 2 x 10 mm were out from 
the as-grown ingots. The specimens were annealed in lead rich 
(70$»Pb - 30%Te) and tellurium rich (38%Pb - 62%Te) atmospheres 
at 800°C for about 16-20 hours in an evacuated quartz envelope, 
followed by quenching in water to give n-type (Pb-rich) and 
p-type (Te-rich) material. The resistivity and Hall coefficient 
were measured at room temperature using the van der Pauw method. 
The Seebeck coefficient was measured using both a hot-probe 
apparatus and a parallel plate apparatus with an average 
temperature about 3°C above room temperature. The samples were 
polished and examined optically (magnification x 6 0 0) for 
inhomogeneities such as cracks, pores and second phase. Having 
been measured, each sample was sealed in an evacuated quartz 
container with little free space. Precipitation experiments 
were then performed on each at various temperatures (6 0 0, 500, 
400, 250°C), the soak times which were similar to those used
/r
by Brehriclt and Gubner being longer for the lower temperatures. 
To check when equilibrium was attained samples xvere measured 
after various times at a given temperature until a constant 
carrier concentration was obtained (as for PbTe and PbSe - 
Chapter 3 ).
After precipitation at the various temperatures the sample 
were quenched in water, the electrical properties re-measured 
and the polished surfaces inspected under the optical microscope 
The composition of eaoh specimen, after annealing, was 
determined using an SP90 atomic absorption spectrometer, the 
probable error being*/ 3% for Pb, Mg Te and Pb1 Cd Te alloys 
and for
The lattice parameters of the Pb, Mg Te and Pb.. Zn .Te 
systems were measured by X-ray diffraction techniques.
The optical energy gap of a polished p-type specimen of 
Pb0 9 857'nO oi5Te  ^—  50ytiv>\thick) was measured at 300°K using 
a Gruhb Parsons M2 infra red spectrometer.
4.1.3. Results and Pisoussion
Variation of lattice parameter with alloy content.
The lattice parameters for the PbTe-MgTe alloys which 
have been measured as a function of MgTe content (figure l) for 
samples annealed in the range 250-800°C have an error of 
+ 0.003$ due to the diffraction lines being broad. For pure 
PbTe the lines were narrower resulting in a smaller error, 
viz: elq = 6.464 + 0.001$ . The lattice parameter for
0 4  x40.055 is given by aQ = 6.464 - 0 .39x $, the dotted line 
(figure l) at aQ ~ 6,443$ indicating the solubility limit 
(5.5 molc/o) of MgTe in PbTe. Experimental points along this line
- 7 1 -
are for two-phase specimens. The dotted and dashed curv.e
7represents the results of Rosenberg for Pb^ Cdx Te where 
aQ = 6.459 - 0 . 3 0 x and has been normalised to pass through 
the x = o point of the Pb. Mg Te results. Other recentlyJL “ X  X
8 Qdetermined values of aQ for PbTe are 6.4603 , 6460 ,
6.46lX 10-12. on comparing the Pb. Mg . Te and Pb. Cd Te
JL JL JL JL JL
curves (figure l) it is seen that 5 mol$ MgTe is equivalent
to 6 mol% CdTe in PbTe.
The mean lattice parameter of 10 Pb. Zn Te samplesj. —x x
with x = 0.005, 0.010, 0.015 was 6.462 - 0.001 A which is 
insignificantly different from the value measured for pure 
PbTe (see above) suggesting that ZnTe may have little effect 
on the properties of PbTe.
Phase equilibria
The phase width of the PbTe-MgTe alloys goes through a
maximum on the n-side (at about 2 n\ol%) but is always less than
that of PbTe on the p-side and decreases with increasing MgTe 
content (figure 2). Up to about 6 + 0.5 mol% MgTe is soluble in 
PbTe in the range 250-800°C, the solubility being almost 
independent of temperature. This is different from the 
retrograde solubility of CdTe in PbTe where about 3 mol% CdTe 
dissolves at 250°C and about 18 mol% at 800°C.7 On low temper­
ature annealing the CdTe comes out of solution as Widmanstatten 
precipitates which are not found in the MgTe alloys for
[MgTe] £  6 mol% showing the lack of retrograde solubility.
For compositions exceeding 6 mol% MgTe two phase material is
produced which can be interpreted as a rod eutectic in agreement
4with the pseudo-binary phase diagram.
- 7 2 -
On comparing the phase width of Pb, Zn Te at 250°C andi—x x
800°C (figure 3) with that of Pbv Cd TeXand Pbn Mg Te, two
1 —X X x *~X X
obvious differences are apparent (a) the maximum solubility of
ZnTe is small (^1.5 mol$) oompared with MgTe and CdTe and (b)
the n-side for the PbTe-ZnTe alloy is considerably enlarged 
compared with PbTe, Pb., Mg Te and Pb1 Cd Te . The p-side
I ^ X  X  l ^ X  X
decreases with increase in alloy content for all three alloys.
An important point to bear in mind is that for figures 2 and 3 
the carrier concentrations for PbTe were measured at 77°K 
whereas those for the alloys'refer to measurements at 300°IC. 
However, for PbTe n is approximately temperature independent 
below 300°K but p increases below 300°K, e.g. a sample having
j „ „18 t=J 3 • 4 -» rt 4 i i i  X QP-AA(V 6 . 1 0  cm J will be found to contain 10 holes cm  ^ at xuu
o 1377 K . With lower carrier concentrations the discrepancy 
becomes less.
A comparison of the phase widths as a function of temper­
ature of the three alloy systems (with 2 mol$ alloy) is best 
undertaken by plotting.log (n or p ) versus, reciprocal 
temperature (figures 4 and 5). The general conclusion is that 
the phase width increases with increasing temperature, the 
p-side being very similar for the three alloys and PbTe, but 
the n-side shows some difference. These differences could be 
due to the difficulty in annealing n-type material (as was 
experienced with n-type PbTe). Thus the results of figure 5 
might represent upper limits of the phase boundary due to an 
insufficiently long annealing time. The straight line parts 
(figures 4 and 5 ) occurring over the approximate temperature 
range 500-800°K are important because an activation energy may
be calculated from the slopes and related to reaction 
enthalpies such as the enthalpy for formation of Schottky 
defects (see chapters 2 and 3). For n-type and p-type results 
the aotivation energies calculated from the slopes of 
log(n or p) versus l/T are denoted En and E^ respectively 
(table l). Values of En and E^ are oonstant as a function of 
MgTe concentration up to about 6 mol% ^ .
Table 1 Values of En and E^ for PbTe and alloys (5004 T4800°K)
Activation 
energy (eV)
PbTe Pt’.987Z n .013Te P b .98Mg.02Te Pb.975Cd.025Te
En
e p
0.66
0 . 5 2
0 . 2 0 + 0.03 
0.55 + 0.03
0•29 + 0 . 0 2  
0 . 3 6 + 0.04
0 . 2 1 + 0 . 0 2  
0.45 + 0 . 0 2
•XFrom figures 1 and 2 of Chapter 3.
It has been assumed that the Pb-rich and Te-rioh atmospheres 
used for annealing purposes were sufficient to bring the samples 
to the phase boundary. A too short anneal time or too low a 
partial pressure of lead or tellurium will give rise to a 
measured phase width that is too small. If the sample has 
previously reached the phase extremity at a high temperature and 
a precipitation experiment is carried out at a lower temperature, 
then too short a soak time will result in too large a phase width.
Associated with this problem we find that too slow a quench 
rate from high temperatures (fV600°C) can cause precipitation to 
occur giving a carrier concentration which is not characteristic 
of the annealing temperature. This phenomenon has been observed 
in PbTe^ and is the probable reason why the hole concentration 
of the Pb. Mg Te, Pb. Cd Te and Pb. Zn Te alloys saturates
X >X. X ix X _ JL
above 500°C, (figure 4).Hence, for samples quenched from above 
500°C, the measured hole concentrations represent lower limits 
of the phase boundary and will contain tellurium rich micro­
precipitates. Precipitates on ^looj planes have been observed 
in thinned single crystals of PbSe by transmission electron 
microscopy»^  However, similar work with PbTe1  ^ produced 
inconclusive evidence of precipitation.
The Seebeok Coefficient
The room temperature Seebeok coefficient for the 
Pb. Mg Te and Pb. Zn Te alloys was measured as a function
X - X  X  X ^ X  X
of alloy content and carrier concentration (figures 6 , 7 and 8 ). 
There is considerable spread in results which is due to three 
causes, (i) the instrumental error in measuring the Seebeck 
coefficient which is of the order £ 5%, (ii) 'the variation in 
alloy content giving a spread ™ £ 3% in Seebeck coefficient for
1 O rnmH1.8 raol%MgTe alloy having ^ 2 9 5 = i *0 *10 cm~ , (iii) the 
error in measuring the carrier concentration using the van der 
Pauw method, which is estimated as about £ 10%. However, the 
Seebeck coefficient of p-type Pb. Mg Te increases monoton-
X *"X X
ically with increasing MgTe content (figure 6 ). The 5mol%MgTe 
curve is approximately equivalent to that of 6mol%CdTe alloyed 
with PbTe1^ which agrees very well with the lattice parameter 
results .
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The p-type results of Pb.. Mg Te have been analysed using
13atwo valenco band model , the full lines of figure 6 
representing the calculated values. The energy separation, E , 
between the heavy- and light-mass valence bands has been 
written 3^= E /lcT. As Ev decreases, i.e. as decreases (from 
4 to l) , the Seebeck coefficient increases. The calculations 
were carried out using the following assumptions, (i) there are 
two simple parabolic bands, (ii) that scattering is by lattice 
acoustical phonons (iii) changes in the Hall factor are 
negligible, (iv) that the mobility ratio i = X0 ~ cons'tan't» 
(v) that the heavy hole mass, = 2.0mQ , is constant and
light mass hole, m^^, has values as shown in figure 6 (the 1 
and 2 referring to the light-mass and heavy-mass valence bands 
respectively), (vi) electronic conduction is neglected.
Within experimental error, the above results agree with
13similar work on the transport properties of this system .
When the Seebeck coefficients of p- and n-type Pbn Zn Te
X —X  X
alloys are compared with several PbTe values (figure 8) we 
infer that the effective masses of both materials are equal 
within experimental limits. The effective masses were calculated 
from the expression:-
n300,^ >300 “ W * ( 2 T T m okT/h )3/ (m/ino )^/2 Fj__ (y^ )
- 7 6 -
As explained previously may be obtained from the Seebeclc 
coefficient and hence theFermi-Dirac integral Fj 
evaluated. All other quantities in the equation are known.
Thus the effective masses were calculated to be 
m ^ / m  = 0 . 3 0 - 0.01 and ra^ /m = 0.33 - 0.03* Tbe error 
in ra^ /mQ is probably a reflection of the variation in 
ZnTe content of the measured specimens, since [znTe] =
1.3 ± 0.3%.
Hall mobility
The Hall mobilityyitg = where is the Hall coefficient
andy the resistivity. The electron and hole mobilities of 
Pb1 Mg Te alloys decrease nearly linearly with increasing
X a
MgTe content (figure 9 ) however the values for Pb1 Zn.Te 
alloys are very similar to the PbTe values (table 2). The 
large error quoted for the mobilities is partially explained 
by the fact that they are the,mean results of samples having 
a variable zinc content the average value of which is
1.3 i 0.3 mol.%. A further error probably of the order of
i 10% is due to the method of measurement (van der Pauw) which 
is less sensitive and accurate than the more conventional 
method. For the few samples which were measured by both 
methods good agreement was obtained.
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Table 2 . Comparison of Hall mobilities and lattice
parameters for PbTe and alloys (x = 0.013).
Property PbTe Pbl~xMgxTe P b ^ xZnxTe Pbl~xCdxTe
Hall mobilityJXQ 1600 1300 1400^240 •k1400
(cm2/VoSec) 850 580 800^110 600
Lattice
parameter aQ(S) 6.464±0.001 6.458 6 .462±0 . 001 6.460
From ref 13.
Discussion
On comparing Hall mobilities and lattice parameters for 
material containing 1 . 3  mol.% alloy impurity (table 2 ) we see a 
marked difference between both the MgTe and CdTe alloys and PbTe, 
However, there is little difference between the PbTe and ZnTe 
alloy results. The mobility of the latter gives slight support 
to the alloying of ZnTe with PbTe, but the main evidence in 
favour of alloying lies in the fact that material containing up 
to about 1 mol.% ZnTe had little, if any,’ second phase. The 
phase width has also changed shape, especially the n-side, 
compared with PbTe (see figures 3, ^ and 5).
In order to obtain further evidence of the alloying of 
ZnTe with PbTe, the optical energy gap of a p-type specimen 
which had been annealed at 800°C under tellurium rich conditions 
and contained /v 1 . 5  mol.% ZnTe was compared with that of a
- 7 8 -
v a p o u r  grown PbTe o r y s t a l  p o l i s h e d  t o  a  s i m i l a r  t h i c k n e s s  (^50/xm)
( s e e  s e c t i o n  5 . 3  f o r  me t h od o f  p r e p a r a t i o n ) .  A s s u m i n g  t h e
r e f l e c t i v i t y  o f  h o t h  s p e c i m e n s  t o  he i d e n t i c a l  and e q u a l  t o  
1345$ , the PbTe-ZnTe alloy had an energy gap insignificantly
different ( 2$ larger) from that of PbTe. If this result is
17oompared with the Pb, Mg To and Pb, COJ'e systems { we
JL —X  X X —X X
f i n d  t h a t  1 . 5  m o l $  ZnTe i s  a p p r o x i m a t e l y  e q u i v a l e n t  t o
0 . 5  m o l $  CdTe o r  MgTe i n  P b T e .  Thus  t h e  e l e c t r i c a l  m e a s u r e m e n t s
on t h e  P b T e - Z n T e  s y s t e m ,  i n  c o m p a r i s o n  w i t h  o t h e r  a l l o y  s y s t e m s
shows t h a t  ZnTe h a s  l i t t l e  e f f e c t  on t h e  hand s t r u c t u r e  o f  P b T e .
In conclusion, if we consider a temperature of about
2 5 o ° c , w h i c h  i s  s i m i l a r  t p  substrate temperatures normally need
f o r  g r o w t h  o f  e p i t a x i a l  PbTe  f i l m s ,  t h e  p h a s e  w i d t h  o f  a l l  t h e
a l l o y s  i s  e i t h e r  s i m i l a r  ( p - t y p e )  o r  g r e a t e r  t h a n  ( n - t y p e )
that of PbTe. This fact together with the deoreased Hall
m o b i l i t y  s u g g e s t s  t h a t  t h e  a l l o y s  may b e  no b e t t e r  t h a n  PbTe
f o r  u s e  i n  t h i n  f i l m  d e v i c e  f a b r i c a t i o n .  F u r t h e r  d i f f i c u l t i e s
may a r i s e  f r o m  f r a c t i o n a t i o n ,  when t h e  e v a p o r a t e d  f i l m  w i l l
h a v e  a d i f f e r e n t  c o m p o s i t i o n  t o  t h e  s o u r c e .  H o w e v e r ,  t h i s  
o
pi|blem may be  r e s o l v a b l e  b y ,  f o r  e x a m p l e ,  f l a s h  e v a p o r a t i o n  
t e c h n i q u e s .
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4.2. Alloy/dopant properties of various elements in PbTe
Because PbTe was chosen for a more detailed study in thin 
film form, it is useful to know which elements are soluble or 
dope it and which are insoluble. The answers to this question 
will help, for example, in the choice of a suitable electrode 
material for thin film devices and some alloys may have improved 
semiconductor properties compared with PbTe.
This section reports the results of experiments carried 
out on small crystalline ingots of PbTe containing various 
impurity elements which were annealed for six months at about 
225°C in evacuated quartz crucibles. Subsequent measurement 
of resistivity, Ilall coefficient and Seebeck coefficient 
indicated the action of the element in PbTe, i.e. whether it 
doped or alloyed with PbTe,(see table 3).and can be compared 
with the data available -in the literature -(tahle 4).
In general, the results suggest few elements are suitable 
for use as evaporated electrodes, the obvious choices being 
the insoluble ones Mo, W, Ni/Cr, Ca, Co, However, alloy 
elements such as Cr, Zn and others which are not very soluble 
at low temperatures ( 200-300°C) may also be suitable.
Table 3 Some alloy/dopant properties of PbTe, (material 
annealed for 6 months at 225°C in vacuo).
Sample p300 or
—  3
n 300'° )
0C(/tv/oC) Comment
Mo dope 1.6 io17 456
Ga 4.5 IO19 - 53 Donor(olear)
IT 4.6 IO19 - 37
Bi 3.9 1019 - 39 " (2-phase)
Ni 189.3 10 -115 u ( „ )
» 6.9 io17 ‘ -297 " ( " )
Sb 4.6 io19 — 64 (Donor ?) (2-phase)^~
Ti 7.6 1019 - 27 Donor(2-phase)
Cu 5.8 1019 - 42 (Donor ?) (2-phase)'
Fe 6.3 1018 -176 Donor/alloy (clear)
Mo 3.4 1017 413 Insoluble(2-phase)
Ge 3.6 1017 352 ( " )
In 6.4 1019 - 92 Donor/alloy (2-phase)
W 2.9 IO17 400 Insoluble
Ag - - . Inhomogeneous (2-phase)
Au 1.4 IO18 62 ( " f
Ca “ - ( " )
Sn o to o p or n(?) 2-phase
Co - - Inhomogeneous (2-phase)
A1 1.9 1019 - 97 Donor(?), porous (2-phase)
Pt/lO%Rh 3.6 1017 -390 Insoluble (2-phase)
Nfi/Cr 4.6 1018 -190 Alloy(?), (2-phase)
Tf 5.5 1018 -135 donor
-X- sufficient second phase present that the electrical
properties could be affected.
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Table 4 (continued):-
Group Element Property Reference
VTIB I d 6
VTIIA Fe d , s ( lm/o)' 3 ,14,18,21
Co i
Ni d , s 5
VII IB Pt d 6
Lanthanides
Gd d(?) 18
Eu s(lOOm/o) 22
Yb s 22
d~donor; a-acceptor; s-soluble,alloy-maximum solublity 
given in brackets, (m/o = mol$); i-insoluble.
Note: Data with no reference number refers to measurements 
carried out in this investigation.
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Appendix 1 Theoretical calculation of the Seebeck coefficient 
of p-type material for two parabolic valence bands
Consider figure S  of Chapter 3 which illustrates the band model 
for p-type PbTe, The following calculation will be carried out 
at room temperature, neglecting electronic conduction and 
assuming acoustical phonon scattering.
(Lot s— ~ 4 , wfee-r-el = E^/kT a n d ^ v = Ev/kT,
Fi(^) an(3 may be found from tables of Fermi-Dirac
integrals„
Now p1 = 4//t? (2TrmdlkT/h2)3/ 2 (y) )
P2 = V'/iT(2' 'Cntd 2 k T / h 2 ) 3/ 2and
From which we have:
3/2Pl/p2 = ("'dl/,nd 2 F / "- Fl(^)/F-|(^L-'YLV )
where 
Thus p^/p,
= 1 / 8 .  F . a - r j j / F j / - ^ -  ~<]y ) 
2m0.5niQ and m d2
"yj^and Tj^
Now Ctj, = cq + ( <r^/ cr^ )o!_<
1 + < V ° T
IB
As “ X0 1 tlien &2 ” 10(p^/pg), which is. known
0^ = k/e. 2F1 (^)/Fo (t^
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and cig ~ k/e. 2Fi (tL - tLv )/Fo ('VL - 71v) ”1
( w
oC^ and 0C2 are obtained from published data of cC as a 
function of v^or or calcula£e<3 taking note of the
following:-
4 , 0(_ = k/e . Ti2' / ^
- 2 . 0 { ,=  lc/e . (2  - 1 ^ ) ,  (FiC'Vp = '/ff/2 ,  J £ )
Knowing OL^ > °^  2 * ^l" and °~2 ^  ls P0883-13!® £° calculate ,
the total Seebeck coefficient.
The Hall coefficient for two types of carrier is given by:-
R i +(p 2/p 1 )^A2^w-1 )
2
(Pxe/A-P 1 + P ^ / P ] / ^
l/Pj^e . = l/pTe
or PT Pi ( 1 + o t / T )
1 + (/L ^
I-Ienee pT may also be obtained from the previous calculations. 
The experimental values correspond to <%-T and p^ .
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Figure 2 : Carrier .concentration versus MgTe content for 
. ’ P\ - x MgxTe as a function of annealing temperature .
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RECIPROCAL TEMPERATURE, 103/T°K *
Figure 5 : Phase width of n-type as a function
of reciprocal temperature, ( A = Cd,Mg,Zn).
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ALLOYING OF Cd & Mg WITH PbSe.
Chapter 5.
5.1. Introduction
Although PbSe hos a lower electron mobility than PbTe, 
its holes are more mobile, thus PbSe is worthy of consideration 
as a possible semiconductor material for a thin film device. 
However, both its intrinsic carrier concentration and phase 
width (see Chapter 3) are too large to give ideal device 
operation and thus make it inferior to PbTe. But the phase 
width and intrinsic carrier concentration might decrease on 
alloying as they do for, the p.-type alloys of .PbTe (Chapter 4). 
Thus following tho work on PbTo alloys, the solubilities, phaso 
widths and electrical properties of the allied systems 
PbSe-MgSe and PhSe-CdSe have been investigated.
5.2. Preparation of materials and measurement techniques.
The Bridgman method was used to grow eystalline ingots
containing up to 6 inol.$ MgSe or 15 mol.$ CdSe. The pure
elements (99-999$) were reacted in an evacuated quartz crucible
(sometimes carbon - see section 4.1.2.) at least 50°C above the
freezing point of the compound. For the PbSe-CdSe alloys the
1freezing point data of Wald and Rosenberg was used ; however 
for the PbSe-MgSe alloys the freezing point of PbSe was used as 
a guide. The molten charge was shaken several times to ensure 
the formation of a homogeneous melt before lowering through the 
temperature gradient of the furnace. The rate of lowering was 
usually 4-8 mm/hour through a temperature gradient of 10-20°C/cm 
at the freezing point.
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The magnesium and cadmium contents were measured along the 
length of the as grown ingots using a Unioan SP90 atomic 
absorption spectrometer. The magnesium results were not very 
reproducible because the magnesium and selenium apparently 
interfered with one another. However, the probable error in 
magnesium content is less than 10%. Any large error due, for 
example, to a non-uniform alloy content along the length of 
a Hall bar is shown as error bars in the figures 1-5-
The lattice parameters were measured as a function of MgSe 
and CdSe content by X-ray diffraction techniques, the experi­
mental values corresponding to samples annealed at temperatures 
between 400 and 750°C and subsequently quenched to room 
temperature.
The solubility and phase width experiments which include 
measurement of resistivity, Hall coefficient and Seebeck 
coefficient were identical to' those described for the PbTe alloys 
(section 4.1.2.) but the lead rich and selenium rich atmospheres 
required for annealing at 750°C were supplied by material of 
composition 60%Pb-40%Se and 60%Se-40%Pb respectively.
After the precipitation experiments at 600, 500, 400 and 
250°C, many samples were highly polished (<^ 1 micron diamond 
paste) and the optical direct energy gap calculated from the 
infra red transmission spectrum using a Grubb Parsons M2 Infra 
red spectrometer.
Following the electrical and optical measurements on the 
heat treated samples, the magnesium and cadmium content was 
determined by absorption spectrometry, (see above).
5.3* Results £ Discussion:
Lattice parameters of Pb. Mg Se and Pb. Cd Sc
 »  1 —X  X  X - X  X
The lattice parameters of samples annealed at various
temperatures between 400 and 750°C were measured by X-ray
diffraction techniques and are shown as a function of alloy
content in figure 1 , the estimated error being £ 0 .001$.
Straight lines can-be drawn through zero alloy content
(where a = 6,128 £ 0.001$ for PbSe) and it is seen that v o '
5 mol.% MgSe is equivalent to about 4 mol.% CdSe. The 
equations for the two lines are
(i) aQ (Cd) = 6.128 - 0.38x
(ii) aQ (Mg) = 6.128 - 0.31x
1Wald and Rosenberg found the slope for the Pb^ ^°xSe alloY s 
to be 0.42 which is some 10% higher than this investigation. 
Reported lattice constants for PbSe are many and vary between 
6 . 1 1 0  and 6 .1 5 2 $ , 2 the most recent accurate value being 
6.1265 £ 0.00^3$ . 2
Phase Equilibria
The phase widths of the alloys Pb. Cd Se and Pb. Mg Se
X *"X X  1***X X
are both large, similar in magnitude to PbSe (see figures 2-5)
and decrease with decreasing temperature. The alloys containing
1-3 mol.% MgSe have . very similar phase widths and cannot
easily he separated on a log (a 2g^ or P2 9 5) versus l/T°K plot 
(figure 5). The phase widths of the Pb. Cd Se alloys are% JL ^ X  X
more dependent on the CdSe content (see figures 2 and 4).
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Both alloys have a retrograde solubility, the solubility of 
CdSe being 12 mol.% at 800°C and is estimated as 6 mol.$ at 
400°C since two phase material is produced when samples 
containing 6 raol.$ CdSe are annealed at this temperature.
The solubility of MgSe estimated from annealing experiments 
is less than CdSe and is about 6 -mol.$ at 800°C and about 
3.5 mol.$ at 400°C. This situation is similar to CdTe and MgTe 
in PbTe (See Chapter 4). Because of the retrograde solubility 
in the selenide alloys, the low temperature annealing experi­
ments are accompanied by the precipitation of second phase 
material similar in appearance to a rod eutectic. Some 
precipitates are aligned along particular crystallographic 
directions, <ClOO)> , and oould ho of the Widmanstatten type.
Values of En and E^, which represent the slopes of the 
plot of log (^295 or Pgg^) versus reciprocal temperature 
(figures 4 and 5) are compared with values for PbSe in table 1. 
The estimation of reaction enthalpies and reaction constants 
from the slopes En and E^ is dealt with in Chapter 6 .
Table 1 . Values of En and E^ for PbSe and alloys .(500 ^ T ^  800°C)
Activation energy 
(eV)
PbSe 4 PLl_xMgxSe PV x CdxSe
E„ 0 . 5 0 0.45 0 . 3 6
% 0.30(5) o • 00 0 . 5 1
"h From figures 3 and 4 of Chapter 3.
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Effective masses
The Seebeck coefficients and carrier concentration 
measured at room temperature, crNl used to calculate the density 
of states effective masses (see Chapter 4). Assuming 
acoustical lattice scattering,J * m /m increases with 
increasing alloy content (figure 6), the values for Pb1 'Cd SeJl "X X
being in agreement with other work. A comparison of the 
effective masses for the CdSe and MgSe containing alloys shows 
that 5 mol.% MgSe is approximately equivalent to 3-5 mol.% CdSe 
in PbSe.
Optical Energy Gap
Many samples were highly polished to a thickness of about 
5 0 - 1 0 0 microns and their infra red transmission spectrum 
obtained in the region of the absorption edge corresponding to 
the energy gap. For normal incidence the intensity of 
transmitted infra red radiation, I, is given by
I = IQ (1-R)2e ” (1)
where I is the background radiat ion,^ i s  the absorption 
coefficient and d the thickness of the specimen. The reflection 
coefficient R depends on the photon energy and surface finish 
and thus could change from sample to sample, however, a 
constant value of 45% has been used in the calculations.
Equation (l) may be rearranged to obtain the absorption 
coefficient:-
oC = 2.3 [2 log10(l-R) - log10(l/lo )] /d (2)
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If l/lQis calculated from the intensity variations of 
transmitted and background radiation as a function of photon
energy, the direct energy gap may he obtained from the
2 2 3intercept (oC = 0) of the plot of CL versus photon energy9
(see figure 7).
In practice, a trace of I and I as a function of
spectrometer drum reading is obtained in the region of the
absorption edge. The drum reading is related to energy by a
simple linear expression of the form
Drum Reading = + c
where xis measured in microns. By measuring the transmission 
spectrum of a thin sheet of polystyrene a calibration graph 
may be drawn by plotting drum reading against position of 
absorption peak of which there are three occurring at 3.304, 
3.420 and 3.508 microns,, A check on the straight line obtained 
may be carried out by measuring the position of the C02
absorption peak (4.27 microns).
. . . . . .. ^In most cases an "effective" energy gap, E was determined
from the intercept of the graph of I versus photon energy, and
has been shown experimentally to be at a slightly higher energy
than the direct energy gap, E Q (fig.8). The effective energy_ <r
gap was found to be a useful parameter when comparing the 
effects of CdSe and MgSe on PbSe and, of course, may be 
calculated more simply from the experimental data than the 
direct energy gap.
In agreement with electrical properties mentioned above the 
optical energy gap as a function of alloy content (fig. 8) 
suggests that 5 mol.% MgSe is equivalent to 3.5-4*0 mol.% CdSe 
in PbSe.
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Some of the PbSe-MgSe results in figure 8 do not lie on 
the straight line and contain precipitates, thus the measured 
MgSe content is beyond the solubility limit. This factor 
together with their electrical properties has enabled the 
approximate MgSe oontent of some two phase samples to be 
obtained so that extra points may be plotted on the phase 
diagram of figure 3.
None of the calculations have been corrected for free 
carrier absorption which for high carrier concentration material 
may cause a small shift of the absorption edge to higher 
energies. The carrier concentrations of the measured samples
I Q T Q ^  7lay in the range 10 -10 cm , thus a correction may be needed
for the highest values.
Hall mobility
Although there is large scatter in the Hall mobility data, 
especially for the n-type materials (figure 9)» agreement with 
the above electrical properties occurs as 5 raol.% MgSe is 
approximately equivalent to 3.5 mol.$ CdSe in PbSe.
To conclude, the results suggest that 5 mol,$ MgSe is 
equivalent to about 3.5-4 mol.$ CdSe in PbSe and agree with 
more detailed measurements of transport properties. At low 
temperatures the alloy phase widths are a little smaller than 
PbSe but the Hall mobility is degraded considerably, due to an 
increase in both effective mass and energy gap, thus alloys 
based on PbSe are probably unsuitable for thin film device 
application.
- 1 0 3 -
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Figure 2 : Isotherms of alloy content versus carrier 
concentration for Pb, Mg Se.
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Chapter 6
CALCULATION OF SOME THERMODYNAMIC QUANTITIES 
FOR THE ALLOYS OF PbTe AND PbSe.
The thermodynamics of small additions of donors (or 
acceptors) in a compound semiconductor such as PhS has been 
treated by Kroger.1 However, in the present case we are 
dealing with large additions of an impurity element (Cd, Mg, Zn) 
which alloys with the parent compound thus Kroger's treatment 
does not apply.
It seems reasonable to make a few basic assumptions so that 
several enthalpies may be estimated and compared with the 
parent compound (PhTe or PbSe). Hence we will assume the
, andV 1 Pbelectroneutrality conditions n = an(  ^ P =
that in n-type material the concentration of charges depends
on the vapour pressures of Pb and metal M (M=Cd, Zn, Mg) which
are in equilibrium with the solid, i.e.
pP b ^ PbPb + VB + e > n = KRPpb ( A
and PM ^  Mpbx + VB° + £  n 2 = ICMRPM (2)
KR has been defined and discussed previously (Chapter 3) 'and
Kxm is the equivalent reaction constant for the added metal MR
e lenient.
For the chalcogen rich case, we have
i \ ^ BbX + vPb + h - - p'8 = K0X pB2“ (3)
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Equations (l) and (2) correspond to two competing processes
Bcontrolled by the chalcogen vacancy concentration,
i.e. each process is in equilibrium with the same number of
electrons. Knowing how n , p , n^ vary with temperature
(Chapters 3, 4 and 5) and the heat of vaporisation of Pb, Mg,
2Cd, Zn and chalcogenides it is possible to calculate the
reaction enthalpies, Hg-^ , Hp and HMMR For example, in the
case of PbTe, En = 0.66eV, = 0.58eV and lead vaporises
with an enthalpy of 1.9eV (table l), thus (from equation 27 of 
Chapter 2) we have
En + E./2 = Hr + H,
Pb
E*/2 is used because the neutrality condition is n « n.(=K.2)
and not n oTe , thus the equation becomes
0.66 + 0.29 = Hr + 1.9
HR = - 0.95eV
which is within experimental error of the value given in table 5 
of Chapter 3. A similar calculation of Hg^ gives 0.54eV which 
is identical to the previously determined value (Chapter 3).
Table 1 Heat of vaporisation, Ilp^ of various elements.
(From Honig2 ).
Element Pb i*T0 2 Se2' - .Cd-. Zn Mg
W 3^ CD < 1.9 1.0 1.08 1.10 1.37 1.55
Taken from P-T-x diagram of PbTe in temperature range 
400-700°C (Chapter 3).
By making further assumptions it is possible to estimate 
other reaction enthalpies. Thus let us assume that (i) for 
parent compound and alloys is the same (calculation using 
parameters from reference 3 shows that E^ for alloys containing 
2 mol.$ Cd or Mg is about 4$ larger than the parent compound),
(ii) Hpftp unchanged by alloying. The latter assumption is 
probably reasonable for small additions of Cd, Zn or Mg.
Hence H g and I-Ig may be estimated from the following equations 
(see equations 24 and 31 of Chapter 2) having previously 
calculated values for and and assuming
e J  sb e/ ss 0.14eV, viz:-
ci D
hab = Hs' + Ei - Hox -  %  <4 >
and H g = Hg + E. - E^ - (5)
Parameters used in the calculation together with calculated 
enthalpies are tabulated in table 2.
The method used to calculate various enthalpies of the 
alloys, although involving a number of basic assumptions, gives 
an end result consistent with experiment. We notice (table 2) 
that Ii</ and I-Ig are larger for PbTe than any of the three 
alloys suggesting that vacancies are more easily produced in 
the latter compounds. This fact is borne out indirectly by 
the larger phase width of the alloys compared with PhTe* For 
PbSe the situation is different because u j  and H g are similar 
for it and its alloys, the phase width data again agreeing 
with this deduction.
-116-
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explained by considering .the intrinsic disorder ratio,
/i L • / :l
cL- IC^vK. 2 which is approximately proportional to IC 2 if
o X A:L_we assume It/2 to be constant (see above). Brebrick has
argued that the more negative the free energy of formation
of a compound and the larger the intrinsic disorder ratio at
4any temperature, the larger is the total phase width.
Assuming the formation energy is similar for PbTe and alloys 
then K^2 will be larger for the alloys than for PbTe because 
of the smaller enthalpies involved (Hg ), thuscCis larger for 
the alloys. Hence the larger phase width is explained.
The larger phase widths of the PbTe alloys may also be
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THE PREPARATION OF PbTe FILMS AND MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES
Chapter 7 ~
7.1. Introduction
This chapter describes the apparatus associated with 
producing epitaxial PbTe films on mica, together with relevant 
experimental techniques for measurement of resistivity, field 
effect mobility, Hall effect and electrical continuity thick­
ness. The preparation of specimens for electron microscopy 
is also described in detail. Chapter 7 is thus an introduction 
to Chapter 8 which compares the results of electrical measure­
ments with the film structure as seen by transmission and 
replication electron microscopy. .
7.2. Preparation and measurement of films.
7.2.1. Vacuum System
An CVC 20 system was used which consisted of rotary puinp, 
diffusion pump and liquid nitrogen cold trap whose function was 
to prevent backstreaming of oil vapour and to reduce the partial 
pressure of condensable gases. The vacuum pressure was 
measured with an ionisation gauge and was normally ^ 10”^ torr. 
Some films were prepared in an oil free system pumped by 
vac-ion and titanium sublimation pumps in order to reduce 
contamination. The pressure in this case was ?~10 torr.
The bell jar was divided into six segments which were 
isolated from one another with demountable stainless steel 
sheets. Five segments contained sources for the components of 
a thin film transistor, i.e. (a) Cr for source-drain electrodes, 
(b) PbTe, the semiconductor, (c) MgFg for the dielectric,
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(d) Cr for the gate electrode, (e) SiO and sometimes a 
chalcogenide glass for coating the completed device before 
admitting air into the system. The sixth segment contained 
contact pins and magnet in order to measure Hall coefficients 
and resistivity. The configuration and complexity of th e 1 
devices was controlled hy placing heated masks between the 
source and substrate. During evaporations the mask and 
substrate temperatures were controlled to better than £ 3°C. 
The evaporation rate and thickness were followed during 
deposition hy using an Edwards film thickness monitor coupled 
to a quartz crystal mounted alongside the substrate. When 
long evaporation times and high source temperatures were 
needed, e.g. for MgFg, the quartz crystals were water cooled 
to stop fluctuations due to thermal radiation from the source. 
Electrically operated shutters situated between source and 
substrate allowed a constant evaporation rate to be attained 
before deposition was commenced. All temperatures were 
monitored by means of chromel/alume1 thermocouples embedded in 
the metal of the substrate holder, mask etc. These were 
calibrated using thin film thermocouples mounted in place of 
the substrate and which demonstrated the control temperatures
i
+ owere accurate to about - 5 C.'
7.2.2. Source Materials.
The lead telluride source was a sieved fraction 
(30-70 mesh) taken from a large single crystal ingot ( ^ 1  Kgm 
weight) grown in a vertical Bridgman furnace. The "as grown" 
ingots were always p-type due to deliberately adding 0.5 mol.% 
excess tellurium to the melt. The carrier concentration was
- 1 2 1 -
18 -3 Tabout 10 holes cm A typical spectrographic analysis
of the ingot which does not include oxygen, selenium or
sulphur, is given in table 1-.
Table 1 Spectrographic analysis of single crystal PbTe (No.l6l)
Element Quantity of impurity element 
(ppm-wei ght f or we i ght)
Aluminium <  1
Iron 1
Magnesium 1
Silicon ND
Sodium < 1
^  ND - not detected. 43 other elements were sought for 
but not detected.
Of the elements detected we see that aluminium (donor), 
iron (donor) and sodium (acceptor) are the only electrically 
active impurities and these may well compensate one another.
The silicon monoxide used was either "vactran" (ex B.D.H. 
Cheinioals) or a similar grade from Materials Research 
Corporation. Both "vactran" and 1 opt ran1 grade magnesium 
fluoride (ex B.D.H. Chemicals) were used with apparently no 
difference in properties. The mica was partially cleaved 5 
thou1 thick ruby muscovite ex Mica and Micanite Ltd.
"Y Carried out by Johnson Matthey Chemicals Ltd., Royston, Herts.
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During cleaning and assembly of the parts of the vacuum 
chamber, clean nylon gloves were worn to avoid contamination.
Most metal parts were wiped or scrubbed with abrasive cloths 
in order to get rid of material .deposited, in previous evapor­
ations. Dust and evaporation debris were disposed of using a 
vacuum cleaner.
The PbTe crucible was a quartz tube, £ 1  cm in length 
(having a re-entrant base for a thermocouple), which could he 
placed in a tantalum heating coil. A small weighed amount of 
PbTe particles (^150 m.gm) was placed in the cleaned, dried 
quartz crucible and subsequently set in position in the vacuum 
chamber8
The mica was cleaved and placed in position immediately 
before pump down in order to obtain as clean a surface as 
possible.
All masks and the substrate were outgassed at a temperature 
greater than the substrate temperature required for growth.
The substrate was then placed over the PbTe mask and the temper­
ature of both controlled at the same value. The source (PbTe) 
was allowed to warm up for several minutes and at least until 
the evaporation rate became constant (normally^ 1.5-2.0 A/sec).
The shutter was then opened allowing the material to condense
onto the substrate. Most films were grown to a thickness 
o^  500 A before closing the shutter. The pressure during
7 6evaporation was normally in the range 10 - 2.10*" torr
depending on the pumping conditions. Other evaporations were 
carried out in a similar fashion.
7.2.3. Evaporation procedure.
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Multiple beam interferometry in the region of a step, 
e.g. the edge of a film, produces fringes of equal thickness 
which are at right angles to the step, (see figure l).
7.2.4, Measurement and calibration of film thickness
Film
Substrate
Film edge
Figure 1 Displacement of fringes at a film edge
The fringes are enhanced if a highly reflecting layer, 
e.g. aluminium, gold, chromium is evaporated over the area to 
be measured. Thus it is most convenient to measure the PbTe 
thickness where a source or drain electrode over-layer occurs 
The fringes may be viewed in an optical microscope 
containing a calibrated eyepiece or a photograph may be taken 
with a "polaroid" camera and the result measured with a ruler 
The film thickness, t, is given hy
t = /\x/2d ’
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where A is the wavelength of the illumination source (e.g. 
sodium light with\^5893$).To increase accuracy d and x were 
measured for about six fringes and the mean values substituted 
in the equation. The error in thickness is estimated to be of 
the order + 10% for films with t 42-3000$.
The film thickness monitor needs to be calibrated for a 
particular source material and quartz crystal. The substrate 
temperature is also important as the condensation coefficient 
may vary with temperature. However, this is generally ignored 
because the calibration is normally used as a guide to obtain 
a film of an approximate predetermined thickness and a precise 
measurement carried out afterwards.
7.2.5. Measurement techniques
Before mounting in the vacuum system, electrical contact 
was made to those areas of mica substrate where metal electrodes 
would be deposited using "silver dag" and fine wires. These were 
connected to an external measuring circuit consisting of a 
constant voltage source enabling the current, which is 
proportional to film resistance, to be obtained from the voltage 
drop (measured with a digital voltmeter) across a standard 
resistor (100JL) in series with the film. The electrical 
continuity thickness was measured and the film resistivity 
monitored continuously during growth and subsequent annealing 
experiments. The former measurement is obtained from the film 
thickness monitor at the time when the digital voltmeter begins 
to register a current through the circuit. The resistance of 
the film at this point is about lOMil since the applied voltage 
is /v/1. 5 volts .
The field effect through the mica was measured for most 
films in situ after cooling to near room temperature. Before 
mounting in the vacuum chamber, electrical contact was made 
to an evaporated gold film previously evaporated onto the back 
face of the mica substrate in a separate vacuum chamber using 
a fine wire and "silver dag." The wire was connected to an 
external measuring circuit, (essentially that of figure 2) 
more details of which are given in the results section and 
appendix 2 of Chapter 8-.
The field effect has also been measured, in situ, through 
a MgFg layer deposited over the PbTe film. In this case an 
aluminium gate electrode was evaporated onto the MgF^ dielectric 
and contact made to it and the source and drain electrodes by 
lowering the cooled device onto pins connected to an external 
measuring circuit.
The Hall coefficient was measured, in situ, normally at or 
near room temperature by making contact to measuring pins and 
placing the film between the poles of a permanent magnet.
7.2.6. Preparation of specimens for electron microscopy.
Because of the ease of specimen preparation, the simplest 
method of following nucleation and growth of PbTe films is by 
surface replication. However, those films deposited on an 
easily soluble substrate like NaCl are an exception. Thus 
most previous work has involved carbon replication of PbTe 
surfaces. Here we will compare both replicas and transmission 
specimens and show that similar conclusions can be drawn from 
both. However, transmission specimens can provide extra ,
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Figure 2 : Circuit diagram for field effect measurement (a) and 
cross-section of thin film transistor structure (b), 
where the field* effoct through both MgF0 and mica 
substrate, may be measured.
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information in the form of selected area diffraction patterns, 
dislocation densities, double positioning boundary movement, 
etc.
Surface Replication
The most suitable replicating material for high resolution 
work is evaporated carbon which is amorphous with a very small 
grain size ( « 100A). a  self shadowing technique was used by 
evaporating carbon and platinum together at an incident angle 
of 30° to. the specimen normal using two pointed carbon rods 
one of which has a platinum core. This method was preferred 
to the two stage (carbon film plus platinum) shadow method 
because platinum is evaporated easily in the former configur­
ation whereas it is normally very difficult to evaporate. The 
coated film is then dipped into dilute IINO^ which dissolves the 
PbTe. The replica is transferred from the HNO^ to clean 
distilled water and finally mounted on a copper grid suitable 
for use in an electron microscope.
Shadowing is a useful technique because it causes a build 
up of replicating material (C 4- Pt) at bumps on the specimen 
surface and thus increases the oontrast of the replica due to 
the greatly reduced eleotron transparency in these regions,
(see figure 3). Quantitative analysis of surface topography 
may he carried out for example if 1 is the shadow length of a 
surface protrusion, then knowing the shadowing angle (30°) it 
is possible to calculate the height, h, of the protrusion, viz:
h = l.tan 30 .
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Figure 3 Surface replicas
Electron beam 
direction
t/Pt/C
I I
Image
Shadow direction
I - "" °u msui'Bua
(a) Unshadowed replica (h) Shadowed replica
Transmission Specimens
These were prepared by stripping the PbTe film from the 
mica substrate which is a difficult operation with a success 
rate less than 50%. However, transmission specimens have 
contributed useful information and are worth the time and 
trouble involved in preparation. Three basic methods of 
stripping were used, the first and simplest consisted of 
etching in very dilute HNO^ when small parts of the film float 
off the substrate. These are quickly recovered, washed in 
distilled water and mounted on copper grids. The other two 
methods are different and involve stripping off the PbTe with 
materials which do not chemically attack it. A droplet of 10%
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solution of gelatine in distilled water is deposited on the 
PbTe surface and as it solidifies it adheres (with luck) to 
the PbTe detaching it from the mica surface. The gelatine is 
dissolved in distilled water and the PbTe film caught on a 
copper grid. Acetylcellulose replicating film (Bioden RFB) 
is used for the third method.where a small drop of methyl 
acetate is placed on the PbTe surface and covered with a piece 
of the replicating film which partially dissolves. The action 
of dissolution is followed by solidification and the replicating 
film adheres to the PbTe surface. When peeled off, the PbTe 
often remains attached and may be removed by dissolving the 
replicating film in methyl acetate. The sample is then washed 
in distilled water and mounted on a copper grid.
Apart from the low success rate of the latter two prepar­
ation methods, some specimens are found to be too thick for 
transmission work because a layer of mica has also been stripped 
off .
Two electron microscopes have been used (i) an AEI EM6G 
which was normally operated at an accelerating voltage of 
80KV and often at 100 KV for transmission specimens, and
(ii) a Jeol JEM 120 which was very useful for transmission 
specimens because of the higher accelerating voltage 
capabilities, viz:, 120 KV.
Chapter 8.
THE RELATION BETWEEN STRUCTURE AND ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF 
PbTe FILMS ON MICA
8.1. Introduction
Previous work 011 evaporated PbTe films has been
1-5concerned primarily with electrical properties, the
structure and growth having had less attention and p4L mainly
4-8confined to epitaxial films on rocksalt . These films have
their {loo} planes parallel to the (loo) substrate plane and
are divided into separate regions by low angle grain boundaries
5consisting of rows of dislocations . The dislocation density
is high and of the order 5 -1 0 X0 lines/cm?  ^ which is
comparable to that estimated for PbS^,XX) and PbSeX1 films
whilst bulk single crystals of PbTe typically have densities 
- 2rj 10 cm.
PbTe films on mica grow with their ^Hlj planes 
parallel to the substrate cleavage plane and consist of two
n IPorientations (twinned) 180 apart about the azimuth 
Continuous films have boundaries which appear as meandering 
grooves (replication electron microscopy,REM) or lines 
(transmission electron microscopy, TEM) which separate regions 
of opposite orientation, i.e. they are double positioning 
boundaries (dpb). When the dpb are formed they occupy )112| 
planes , however, during growth, boundaries are produced,often 
containing dislocations, whicrh are no longer perpendicular to 
the growth direction}^
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Non-continuous films consist of doubly-positioned
tetrahedral nuclei, each orientation occurring in approximately 
12 13equal numbers. ’ The density of nuclei is normally about 
10 -210 cm. and has been shown to decrease with increase in 
13temperature.
Little work has been carried out to relate the film 
structure and growth to electrical properties. This chapter 
continues where previous research has left off hy investigating 
the nueleation, growth and coalescence of nuclei in more detail 
Both the electrical continuity thickness and the resistivity 
as a function of temperature have been measured and related 
to film structure. As a result more information about the 
mechanism of annealing has evolved and conclusions reached 
about the applicability of bulk thermodynamics to thin films.
The importance of the field effect mobility to thin 
film transistor operation is stressed and an attempt is made 
to correlate this quantity with film structure.
8.2. Nueleation and growth
Observation of shadowed surface replicas of non- 
continuous films in the electron microscope shows isolated 
islands which are tetrahedral in shape (see figure l).The 
height of a nucleus calculated from the shadow length is 
found to he consistent with that determined by measuring the 
base dimension assuming a right pyramidal shape,i.e. the sides
looj- planes. Electron diffraction of PbTe 
nuclei remaining on the carbon replica after being stripped 
off the mica surface in very dilute HNO^ , revealed a [ill] 
growth direction, but epitaxy was not perfect because
of the nuclei are ^
splitting of most spots, occurred indicating an angular 
misorientation a/2-5°. Films which had identical initial growth
conditions to the above and which were grown to coalescence
splitting or arcing occurred rarely and then only for the high 
order diffraction spots. Thus during the growth and coalescence 
of the nuclei, realignment occurs.
The orientation of PbTe with respect to the mica substrat 
has been investigated previously and has been shown to be 
(111) [112J PbTe//( 001) joioj mica1-^ ’ . Examples of the diffraction 
patterns from epitaxial PbTe films and thin films of mica
with the cleavage plane,(001), perpendicular to the electron 
beam are shown in figures 2a and 2b. Some of the low index 
spots are plotted in figure 2c. together with the positions of 
some mica spots to give the correct epitaxial orientation.
some detail by replication electron microscopy. A number of 
films were grown under similar evaporation conditions and 
showed tetrahedral nuclei at the film edges that were doubly 
positioned. As the thickness increased going from the edge 
towards the full thickness of the film the nuclei became 
larger by coalescence with adjacent nuclei of the same
j
orientation.suggesting that opposite orientations repel 
oneanother1  ^ (c/f figure 8). This observation is apparent 
because very few grain boundaries are present in the larger 
nuclei. Grain boundaries do occur, however, when two of the 
larger nuclei of opposite orientation join together (see fig.3 ).
gave perfect orientation diffraction patterns where
The growth of the nuclei has been investigated in
Coalescence of small tetrahedral nuclei is accompanied by a 
rounding off of corners so that the largest nuclei are no 
longertetrahedral but have flat tops and, in the extreme, 
rounded bases. The appearance of &hd surfaces, is
similar to bulk grown crystals which are cubes with their 
corners chopped off, i.e. they consist mainly of
surfaces together with smaller areas of [lllj surface (figure 4 ). 
The films nucleate with large areas of surfaces exposed
but on coalescence and further growth the [ill] surface, 
predominates. However, the sides of the double positioning 
boundary grooves are probably (1 0 0) planes.
From the shadow length of the large rounded nuclei it 
is possible to estimate their height, which, in conjunction 
with the width of the sloping region of the nuclei produces 
the expected result that they are still hounded by -[loo] 
surfaces (note: the angle between the [loo] and [ill] directions 
is about 5 5°).
Nueleation as a function of substrate temperature.
The nueleation density was estimated as a function of 
substrate temperature by counting.the number of nuclei in a 
given area of micrograph. The mean density for five different areas 
of a particular sample was used to calculate the density per square 
centimeter, the error of about 10% being due to variations in 
density across the substrate .The results ai*e rather scattered 
but do indicate a decrease in density with increase in substrate 
temperature (figure 5)- An activation energy of 0.29 + 0.05 eV 
is consistent with nueleation theory assuming the critically 
sized nucleus, or critical cluster, consists of one PbTe
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• ^molecule, i.e. i = 1. Thus a two-molecule nucleus is already 
supercritical and stable.
-j r
Assuming i7 = 1, Lewis and Campbell showed that 
provided the diffusion distance is uniform for all atoms, 
the saturation surface density of stable nuclei, Ng , is given by;
Ng « NQ exp -(Ea - Ed )/kT (l)
for initially incomplete condensation and by:-
Ng = (N0R/3)1 )* exp (Ed/21cT) (2)
for initially complete condensation (see figure 6). N q is the 
surface density of substrate adsorption sites, Ea is the adsorption 
energy of a single atom, (molecule), E^ is the activation energy forj 
surface diffusion, R is the evaporation rate (^1.5 X/sec. in 
the present case) and is the vibrational frequency j
associated with diffusion of an atom over the surface (normally
12 — 1 \ assumed to be **10 sec. ).
Because the nucleation density decreases with
13evaporation time towards the saturation value, it was assumed 
that mean thicknesses of about . 1.00-2Q0 X , which are just 
below or near the electrical continuity thickness, would give 
correct saturation density values. The density at or after 
continuity is probably too low because of agglomeration and 
coalescence and is difficult to estimate from electron 
micrographs.
Assuming initially complete condensation, one finds 
E^/2 = 0.29 + 0.05©V and the intercept (at l/T =0) is ivio^ciif’2 
(figure 5). From the intercept we may deduce an experimental 
value for ^  knowing that the density of nucleation sites for 
PbTe on mica is N q .= 2.10X^ cm"*2 and R ~ 1.5 X/sec. (c£2.10Xii 
mole s/cm2/s ec).
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Hence *9-^4.10 2 sec"1 which is within an order of magnitude
of the value assumed for single atoms.
Note that the density of nucleation sites on mica is
17equivalent to the number of potassium ions per unit area
and the unit cell has dimensions 9.00 x 5*19 contains
tlms j, 2
1 K+ ion: (figure 7 ),£we obtain 2.10 cm“ as the site
density.
The activation energy for surface diffusion of PbTe 
on mica, determined above, is E ^ 0 . 6  + O.leV which seems 
reasonable if compared with the value = 0.2 eV for gold 
on NaCl18, i.e. it is expected that gold atoms migrate more 
easily than PbTe molecules which are larger in both mass
i
and physical size. Also if we assume that E a~ E d/3 , which is
16true for gold on NaCl , we estimate that E «^2eV for PbTe.a
This is consistent with estimated values of this adsorption energy 
for PbTe on mica17,18.
At the highest temperatures the nucleation density is 
apparently too low (figure.5) however, this may tentatively be 
explained by assuming that the critical nucleus size changes
j f  94 , .from i = 1 to i = 2 (or more) with increasing substrate 
temperature. There is also the problem of re-evaporation at 
these high temperatures especially if E ^ l e V  rather than ^  2eV.
For example, the lifetime of a molecule on the substrate 
surface is given by
X. =(l/V0)exp(Ea/kT) (3)
which gives ™  10-it seconds for 1* = 10 sec- 1 , T= 650°K and
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E a = leV. A further important consideration is that for substrate 
temperatures 270°C an.appreciable amount of Q.00] growth occurs
may nucleate in a different manner to [ill] deposits (figure 8) 
and have an unknown influence on the nueleation process for 
[ill] epitaxy. Note that figure 8 shows very clear examples of 
the coalescence of tetrahedral nuclei.
The nueleation density estimated near the film edge is
always less than the saturation•density, Ng , (figure 5). This
may be explained by the fact that the rate of condensation at
the film edge is much less than near the film centre because
of the proximity of the substrate mask, i.e. less material 
is deposited at the film edges.
The mean thickness for electrical continuity has been 
measured as t = 260 +_ 35 $ and 140 + 26 X at substrate temperatures
o
of 275°C and 230°C . , (the mean of five films taken at each 
temperature). If we assume the nuclei are tetrahedral up to 
continuity it is possible to relate the continuity thickness 
to the average distance,!, between nuclei centres when they 
just touch (see figure 9). The base of the nuclei is an 
equilateral triangle, thus the base area, A = a2 /5/4 where a 
is the side dimension. The height of the nuclei, h = a//6 and 
the volume V = - J - x A x h  = a^\/2/24. It follows that the mean 
thickness (or continuity thickness) t = v/A  = a\/6/l8 and 
thus we obtain the relationship between 1 and t
(a) 1 = t .9/5/2 for single positioned nuclei^
o
(b) 1 = t .3/2 for double positioned nuclei.
o «
The mean value of 1 is found to be t .15/2/4, thus assuming the
—2density of nuclei equals l/l we have
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Figure 9 Average distance between touching tetrahedral nuclei
(a) Single positioned nuclei (b) Double positioned nuclei
Tsuh(°C ) t,(») 1 (S) l/l2 = N ( cnf 2)
275 26o + 35 1380 + 190 5.2 + 1.1.109
230 140 + 26 740 + 140 2.2 + 0 .9 .io10
The values for N are lower than the saturation values
suggesting that some growth and coalescence has taken.place
(see figure 5).
It is clear that the continuity thickness is related 
to 1, the mean separation between dpb, thus the two values 
above together with experimental values of t and 1 (estimatedO
from electron micrographs) have been plotted in figure 10. For
unannealed films the continuity thickness determines 1
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(shaded area of figure 10), however, annealed films have 
significantly larger mean dpb separations indicating 
appreciable grain growth.
A similar deduction can be made by considering a 
plot of internucleus distance (l/Ng2) measured at the film edge 
versus 1 (figure 11) which shows that annealed films have 
appreciable grain growth but the distance between nuclei at 
the film edge does not change correspondingly.
It should be mentioned that the mean dpb separation 
for annealed films which have large thermal grooves or 
depressions (see figure 12) was estimated by counting the 
number of boundaries intersected by a rule placed across the 
micrograph, assuming either side of a depression is a dpb.
This of course may not be true but gives a lower limit for T.
It has been observed that films with poor electrical 
properties, i.e. films that have differing properties from 
the average values under given evaporation conditions and 
which cannot he controlled, have, lower continuity thicknesses 
than expected.This suggests that nucleation has been influenced 
(increase in density) due to some adverse condition and the 
film is useless even before it is grown to continuity. The 
suggested cause is contamination of the substrate due to perhaps 
organic molecules from the diffusion pump oils.
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Growth and coalescence.
After coalescence of nuclei, further deposition 
results in the filling-in of the grooved areas and pores so 
the continuous film finally consists of surface grooves in 
approximately «(ll6)> directions. This is demonstrated by 
considering that going from the film edge to the full 
thickness, i.e. through a thickness gradient is equivalent 
to observing the growing film along an "evaporation time axis," 
(figure 3:). If a film is examined by TEM at this stage of 
growth, the dpb are seen to he very straight but often jagged 
and lying in <(llO>/ directions (figure 13) . The lines 
representing the dpb are very narrow suggesting that the 
boundaries are exactly perpendicular to the surface plane, 
i,e, lie on {lis] planes and correspond to"perfect" twin 
boundaries.
On further growth by annealing, the dpb become 
meandering and alignment along ^110/ directions is not so 
apparent (figure 14). Transmission microscopy now shows that 
many dpb are at an angle to the film surface (figure 15). Note 
that lines in and emanating from dpb are unlikely to be 
thickness fringes because the", groove depth at a dpb (A 100$- 
see figure 3) is much less than the extinction distance (see 
appendix l). This change in grain boundary configuration is 
probably linked to grain growth and the migration of the dpb. 
Moire fringes and/or dislocations are often seen where a dpb has 
moved leaving a disordered region in its wake (figure 15).
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Typically Moire^ fringes of this kind suggest misoriented regions ^ 1°.
dph are sometimes observed to consist of a row of 
dislocations analogous to atilt boundary. As an example there 
is an angular misorientation of a>4° across the grain boundary^B^ 
of figure 16, assuming the Burgers vector to be b = a/2 [j-io] 9 ’10.
The latter figure also depicts a very good example of a 
dislocation pile-up lying in a [lio] direction. The strong black/ 
white contrast is due to bend extinction contours which move 
very readily whilst the specimen is under observation in the 
electron microscope, (see figure 1 7 ).
Small isolated islands gradually decrease in size 
(figure 1 5 ) and eventually the dph disappears entirely leaving 
a disordered region (figure 15). Further growth probably 
involves realignment and annihilation of dislocations hy climb 
to the surface or glide to a neighbouring dpb. The patchy 
variation in contrast (figure ll?) is probably due to slight 
variations in film thickness and could be the remanence of 
thermal grooves caused by dpb’s which existed -in the early stages 
of growth or a consequence of etching in very dilute HNO^ (in 
order to prepare the sample).
Most films that were annealed for a long time at 
high temperatures behave similarly, thus it is of interest to 
consider changes of a film which has been annealed (<vlO hours) 
at an elevated temperature (280°C), (see figure 12). The 
nominal thickness of this film is 450 $ , however, the shadow 
length indicates that the thermal "grooves" are 360 $ deep, 
thus annealed films consist of flat-topped mountains separated by 
thin, flat valleys (figure 1 9 ):~
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The sides of the valleys are most likely to he ^100^ surfaces
as these and the ^111^ planes are the most energetically
15favourable free surfaces A  This annealing phenomenon
probably occurs by either or both bulk and surface diffusion,
because at the temperatures involved (^300°C) PbTe is unlikely
to evaporate due to its low vapour pressure (4.I0“10 torr).
However, the concentrations of defects,e.g. deviations from
stoichiometry or second phase precipitates will tend to alter
so that thermodynamic equilibrium is approached. Excess
tellurium could evaporate (vapour pressure^10*"^ torr at 300°C)
but excess lead is likely to precipitate or react with any
free tellurium it can find, (vapour pressure of lead ^ 2 . 10”^
torr at 300°C).
If an annealed film (as figure 19) is viewed by TEM
we find that there are thickness fringes around the thin
valleys (figure 20a). In the latter example the PbTe comprising
the vall&ijs has been left on the mica and holes (white) *are 
seen in the figure. It is interesting to compare figure 20a
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with a surface replica of the same film (annealed for ^ 3 hours 
at 280°C), (figures 20a and 20b). By considering that the fringe 
are due to the lowest order reflection i.e. from the (2 2 0) 
planes, we can estimate the cross-section of the film to he 
similar to that determined from the replica (see appendix l). 
There are discrepances in the actual thickness of the valleys 
and hills but these may be easily accommodated by assuming 
that the sample was not oriented at the exact Bragg angle,i.e. 
the calculated extinction distances will he less for samples 
not at the exact Bragg angle.
It seems clear that from REM it..is possible to 
obtain a detailed analysis of surfae© topography which is 
much more difficult to achieve by transmission. However, TEM 
enables some estimate of defect concentration (e.g. dislocations 
to be made and provides a more detailed knowledge of growth, 
grain boundary migration and structure. More rigorous 
transmission work will identify dislocations and possibly 
prove the existence of precipitates at dislocations and/or 
grain boundaries. The latter will give credence to the 
processes of precipitation discussed in the next section.
When cooled to room temperature most "as grown" films
18 39 “3were n-type with carrier concentrations ^ 10 - 10 cm ,
(assuming the Hall coefficient, R^-l/ne). The mobility 
varied from 100-1000 cm /v.sec. being generally larger for the 
highest carrier concentrations.
During cooling from the deposition temperature, the 
resistivity was monitored and showed a straight line dependence 
when plotted as log(f/T) versus l/T, (figure 21). Assuming the 
conductivity to be barrier dominated it is possible to obtain 
an expression relating the current flowing, I, across a 
barrier to the number of carriers, n, in the grains and the 
height of the potential barrier, <9 ,X^
I = (nec/4 ) . (eV/lcT) . exp(-e(p/kT ) (4)
provided that the applied voltage, V, is low compared with
the barrier height i.e. e V / k T 1. e is the thermal velocity
7 -1 19and equals 4.7.10 cm.sec. for PbTe. The above equation
may be re-written in terms of resistivity,^ , and inter­
barrier separation which is taken to be the average double 
positioning boundary separation, 1, thus we obtain,
f = 4kT . exp(e4//l^ T) (5)
j - 2~nle c
An analysis of as grown-films has shown that the potential
barrier height varies between 0.1—  0.25 eV with n in the
17 19 —3range 6.10 —  10 cm . Annealing at temperatures in the
range 240 - 300°C lowers the barrier height and decreases the
carrier concentration in the grains.
8.3. Resistivity-temperature curves and annealing
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Oncomparing carriei' concentrations of the as grown 
films and annealed films with the P-T-x phase diagram for 
PbTe, it is found that the films lie outside the phase width 
at the temperatures involved (T^ 300°C). Thus they are probably 
metastable and on annealing tend towards thermodynamic 
equilibria!. Annealing at T#v300°C produces an initial fast 
change in conductivity followed by a much slower change (figure 22). 
The latter corresponds to a gradual decrease in n with time, 
suggesting the film to be in the process of attaining 
thermodynamic equilibrium. Why the process is so slow is not 
immediately clear hut the rate must depend oil the disposal 
of excess lead by (i) reaction with free tellurium which 
might still exist in dpb’s or (ii) by precipitation , or
(iii) by evaporation which must occur from second phase 
precipitates residing in dpb or in.the grains. Alternative (iii) 
is most unlikely below 300°G because of the verj^ low vapour
«
pressure of lead, (A-TO~9torr) . Reaction with tellurium is 
very likely early in the annealing process as dph are thought 
to contain excess tellurium, the partial■cause for the 
potential harrier. However, excess tellurium will probably 
evaporate from the dph (vapour pressure a/10""^  torr at 300°C) 
explaining the observed decrease in barrier height and the 
initial fast change in resistivity. The second alternative of 
precipitation is suggsted to be the most likely cause for the 
slow progress towards thermodynamic equilibrium. Diffusion 
limited precipitation is thought to occur in hulk PbSe where 
lead precipitates are demonstrated to he sx>heres of radius
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2-300 X and selenium precipitates cylinders with lenght^ 3 0 0 0 $
and radius */10 An alternative mechanism, viz; stress-
assisted precipitation at dislocation^,has been discounted in
bulk PbSe because experimental results are inconsistent with 
20theory, However this theory has been used to explain
21precipitation at low temperatures in bulk PbTe
Diffusion limited precipitation
The theory shows that the fraction of material
22precipitated, f(t), at time, t seconds is of the form 
f(t) = 1 - expj-(t/q)mJ (6)
where m = 3/2 for spheroids, i.e. rods, discs and spheres, 
and m = 1 for cylinders, i.e. small discs and rods of finite 
initial dimension. The time constant of the process i.e. the time 
for the fraction precipitated to fall to (l - l/e) is related 
to the diffusion coefficient D of the precipitating material by
r 0 = i/A 2» ■ (7)
where A is given by the approximation
K  - 3r0
rs
1 + 9r0/5rg (8)
is the average radius of the precipitates and r the
average separation between them. For spheroids the condition
rg/ro ^ 1 0  must be obeyed.
In order to apply the above theory to the annealing
of thin film PbTe we must estimate values for r and ro s
Transmission electron microscopy has not revealed defects
other than dislocations and grain boundaries (see figure 15).
However, precipitates may be extremely small and difficult to
resolve with an average separation of the order of the mean 
dpb separation, 1.
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For example in bulk PbSe, lead precipitates are thought to 
have radii a/200 $ with a mean separation c^ 3000 $ ,20 (note, 
r /r r W 5  and hence satisfies the above eonditon of r /r >20).
S O S O ^  '
Parameters such as these are a little unrealistic for PbTe
films as the dpb separation is normally ^1-5000 $ and lead is
unlikely to diffuse that far (i.e. ^3000 X) as this will
involve crossing a dph. Thus let us assume that r r^l000$s
(ftfij dpb separation) so that precipitation occurs 
predominantly at grain boundaries - this will explain the 
difficulty in observing second phase precipitates in 
transmission micrographs. Let us choose rg/roA/20, then
rQ = 50$ which is small but a not unreasonable value. We
\ o _ 2have from equation (8), A Q - 1.63.10 cuf* and assuming the
self diffusion coefficient of lead in lead-rich PbTe is
—13 2 —1 o 23<\/10 cm sec at 300 C we find the relaxation time is
q/yvl70 hours. If further calculations are carried out
assuming rg/ro^10-20, we discover that the shortest
relaxation times ( a/ 1 - 2  days) occur only for small values of
r^500-750 $ (table l). Thus if precipitates reside only in
b
dpb, films with a mean grain boundary separation greater
than 1000 $ will require a very long anneal time at 300°C in
order to precipitate a large fraction of the excess lead and
approach intrinsic.
In practice, we find that the average dph separation
is 1>1000 $ and annealing is normally carried out at
temperatures less than 300°C ( where the diffusion coefficient
X ^3 2 Xis less than 10~ cm sec"" ), thus annealing for several
days will not result in an intrinsic film. There is one
reservation to this argument and that is if the film is
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grown so that on cooling to room temperature it is near 
intrinsic it will not need much annealing to take it to the 
equilibrium value dictated by the P-T-x phase diagram. This has 
been demonstrated experimentally by the fact that the higher 
the substrate temperature, the more nearly is the as grown 
film intrinsic. This, of course, obviates the necessity for 
annealing, except perhaps to relieve strain in the film.
Table 1 Calculated relaxation times for precipitation of
lead in PbTe films at 300°C, (using 10”X9em2sec”X ).
2 _ oInter-precipitate Precipitate / o (cmT ) ¥  (hours)
distance, r (X) radius,r (X)
o O
500 50 1.42.1010 20
750 • 75 6.30.109 44
1000 50 1.63.109 170
tl 100 3.54.109 79
2000 100 4.10.108 680
t 200 8.85.108 314
3000 150 1.82.108 1530
It 300 3.94.108 705
Stress-assisted precipitation at dislocations
20 * 2 XAbrams has demonstrated that Scanlons analysis of
stress-assisted precipitation at dislocations in bulk PbTe is
inconsistent. However, there is no proof that this mechanism
does not occur in PbTe so we will consider the possibility
for thin films where a much larger density of dislocations
occurs than in bulk.
The general equation for the fraction of solute
precipitated at time, t seconds is identical to that for
24diffusion limited precipitation, viz;
f(t) = 1 - e x p (6)
The conditions which apply' in this case are m ~ 1 and
^  - 1/A2!) , where D is the diffusion coefficient of the
\ 2precipitate material. A Q is given by the approximation
A 2 at 2/r2 [ln(rs/R) - 3/5 - 1 (9)
For a regular array of dislocations, of density L, one oan
consider an array of cylinders of radius r such thats
9 ir ss (tTL) and the solute atoms are considered to drift to s
the dislocation core of the cylinders by stress-induced and
diffusion currents, where they precipitate. The condition
r / R > 4  must hold where R is the effective cayoture radius s
or core radius of the•dislocation. Modern dislocation theory
suggests that R 20-100'$ 29.
24Ham showed that the above equations are applicable to
both regular and random arrays of edge and screw dislocations.
oHe expressed his analysis in terms of a plot of T= DR/rg
versus r /R , where T is called the reduced time. From such a 
graph it is possible to estimate., for. example , values of X  
provided that r_/R , D and L are known, (see figure 23).O
For PbTe films a number of specimens were examined by 
transmission electron microscopy and were found to contain
l a r g e  n u mb e r s  o f  d i s l o c a t i o n s  ( f i g u r e  1 5 ) .  The d i s l o c a t i o n
9 10 -2density was estimated to be ^ 10 -10 lines.cm by counting
the number of visible dislocations, both dots and lines, in a
large area lyumx lyUjn^  , for 16 different areas and several
different films. Dislocations which were invisible have been
neglected but it is thought that the estimated mean value of 
q o
L = 6 . 1 0 ^  l i n e s  cm i s  r e a s o n a b l e  b e c a u s e  i t  c o m p a r e s
favourably with measurements on PbS9,XX> and PbSeXX films
deposited at lower substrate temperatures.
When L — 10X^ lines cm- 2 , r =  565 X thus in order tos
make the core radius a realistic value let us choose r /R — 10s
m a k i n g  R = 5 6 , 5  X . The t i m e  t a k e n  t o  p r e c i p i t a t e  6 3 $  o f
solute at 300°C may now be estimated from figure 2 3 , assuming
-15 2 -1the self diffusion coefficient of lead, Dp^^ 10 cm sec 
(see table 2). The estimated times,V , are lower than those 
for diffusion limited pre cipi'tation and seem unrealistic when 
the experimental annealing behaviour is considered, (see 
diffusion limited precipitation section). However, it seems 
possible that annealing produces’ a decrease in dislocation 
density due to the migration of dislocations to the dpb. This 
process has been observad in some films while under observation 
in the electron microscope. Also, traces which could represent
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the glide of dislocations through the film often end at dph 
where the dislocation has presumably been annihilated or 
absorbed (see section on slip systems of PbTe). Thus it is 
suggested that L varies with annealing time so that the time 
c o n s t a n t , will tend to get longer the longer is the 
annealing time. This consideration makes the model consistent 
with experiment.
Table 2 Calculation of the time,T , for 63% of lead to
precipitate at 300°C (using lO1  ^ cm2sec 1 ).
Dislocation 
L (lines cm”
density
-2 )
Cylinder 
radius,r (&)u
Core
radius,R($)
rs/R OT/rgz X (hrs)
IO10 565 56.5 10 0 .8 7
n II 100 5.65 0.55 4.8
1 0 9 1780 89 20 1 . 2 106
tt it 100 17.8 1 .1 97
it 11 50 356 2.6 230
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8.4 Field effect mobility,/!^,
This is amost important quantity on which the operation 
of the field effect transistor is based and should be the 
maximum obtainable in order to form a useful device.
The field effect mobility may be defined as (see appendix 2)
A fE = (xl>
dQ
where A<r* is the conductivity modulation and Q is the induced 
charge per unit volume. The measurement may he understood by 
considering an epitaxial film of PbTe on mica. When a voltage,
V , is applied across the source electrode and field plate
CD
(see figure 2 of chapter 7), oharge is induoed in the semi­
conductor due to the capacitative action of the mica substrate.
The induced charge, Q , is often sufficient to alter the’ 
conductivity of the PbTe and can be used as a tool to
*5investigate surface states at the PbTe-mica interface. A
large number of surface states will soak up the added charge
causing a change (decrease ) in the modulated conductivity, A <r,
with time (figure 24a). If there are no surface states present
the modulation will be constant for the time that V is applied,§
( B)
Time V =Vg g V =0g
Figure 24 Conductivity modulation with (a) and without (b)
surface states
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In order for a thin film transistor to operate under
optimum conditions we require no surface states, i.e. no drift
in conductivity modulation with time, and a large field effect
mobility. Thus is used as a measure of the quality of
PbTe films and is usually less than the Hall-mobility (see
appendix 2). The Hall mobility may be at least 70$ of the
f o r
bulk value, thus/iiionopolar (i.e. highly extrinsic ) n-type 
PbTe films we might expect a maximum value = 1000 cm /v.sec.
and a value approaching this for the field effect mobility.
Table 3 lists some representative values of Hall mobility for 
films deposited at substrate temperatures in the range 250- 
280°C, I n  g e n e r a l ,  low x ~ e s i s t i v i t y  f i l m s  ( h i g h l y  e x t r i n s i c )  
have high Hall mobilities although film No. 14 seems to be an 
exception (table 3) and films near intrinsic are bipolar and 
have lower mobilities.
Table 3 Hall mobilities and resistivities of some 
PbTe films.
n-type
Film No. Substrate temperature Hall mobility Resistivity
Ts ( °C) (cm2/v.sec.) (m .5L. cm)
13 280 8 0 0 - 1 0 0 0 12
14 250 2 3 0 - 2 9 0 2
15 t! 3 5 0 - 4 1 0 56
16 255 1 7 5 “ 200 20
17 250 1 0 0 - 1 5 0 40
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The field effect mobility was not measured for any of the 
films of table 3, however, representative values are shown in 
table 4 which lists measurements both through the mica substrate 
and through an evaporated ovei'-layer of MgFg for 230 Tg A  275°C. 
We notice again (table 4) that low field effect mobilities are 
normally associated with high resistivity films, c/f Hall 
mobilities (table 3).
Table 4 Field effect mobilities ,for n-type PbTe films
Film No. yM T E (rai°a)
2(cm / v .sec.)
Film No. Z^FE (MgF2 )
(cm2/v.sec.)
Resistivity 
^ (m.sSb .cm. ) i
8 640 80a 20 170
21 50 80b 150 160 i
22 310 80d 300
i
80 i
24 280 8 5b 320 . 1 6.4 |
25 70 86b 200 39 |
28 50 102 123
i
1 !
31 200 106
i
135 i !t
\
Surface replicas of many films have been compared in the 
electron microscope to establish whether thereis any correlation 
between structure and field effect mobility. The results for a 
number of films are shown in figure 25 and table 5 and 
demonstrate that there is no apparent correlation between yU-FE 
andstructure (l) or substrate temperature. However, it has 
been noticed that annealing increasesyLtpg and is thus probably
- 1 5 4 -
related to scattering centers in the film such as dislocations, 
second phase and grain boundaries. We might therefor suppose 
that defects of this kind are destroyed during annealing or 
form more favourable configurations such that mobility 
scattering is decreased.
Table 5 Relationship between field effect mobility and
various film p„araiueters .
9vFilm No. A^fe  ^ cm2/v * sec)• Tg (°C) t a (°c ) Anneal time 
(hours)
T($)
8 640 230 * 000CM 35 2300
21 50 250 11 8.5 3400
22 310 ti TI 14.5 2040
24 280 260 II 10 2060
25 70 270 IT 3 1660
28 50 275 IT 10 1820
31 200 it II 11 2180
76 Surface replicas of these films are shown in figure 25. 
yiljpE is 'the field effect mobility, Tg the substrate temperature 
Ta  the anneal temperature, and 1 the mean double positioning 
boundary separation.
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8.5. The slip systems of the lead ohalcogenides.
The lead chalcogenides have cubic lattice structures
of the NaCl type, thus one might expect their slip systems to
be similar to those of the ionic crystals NaCl2^, X.iF^8 , MgO29,90
28and silver halides whioh have been investigated in some 
detail. The latter cyrstals are highly ionic but the net charge 
is zero. If the atoms were all the same the lattice would be 
simple cubic and the shortest lattice vector and hence the 
predicted slip direction would be along /.lOO^ directions and 
the slip plane would be (010). However, if this occurred in the 
NaCl lattice the cations of one layer would move close to the 
cations in the adjacent layers and similarly for the anions.
This is energetically unfavourable and does not occur. The 
only low index directions that lie parallel to rows of ions 
of the same charge sign are </ll(/> and the smallest 
crystallographic repeat distance lies in the ^110'/ direction. 
Hence the predicted slip dislocation is a/2 /lio/ which is 
in agreement with experimental observation2 7^”*90 °
In general, for crystals having a NaCl lattice structure 
slip will occur by (110) O i o /  however, the probability of
slip on (lOO) increases with decreasing ionicity and with
31 32increasing polarisability of the ions. Mugge^ and Buerger^
showed that the glide plane for PbS was {lOOj- and several
33 34authors have confirmed these findings in both bulfcr^’^ and
films.10 Rachinger" observed both ^100^ and £l 10j glide planes
C 9in PbTe, glide on ^llOf planes only occurring at elevated 
temperatures"1" .  From the appearance of dislocation 
rosettes due to mechanical damage on etched cleavage faces of
PbS, glide on ^110^ planes was shown to occur in special 
circumstances but is of secondary importance to the (00l)<(ll6>
'7system . A similar deduction has been made by the author when
37investigating etched cleavage faces of PbTe , but the 
predominant slip system is ^001^‘slio/^7 ’ . Recent experimental
observation of thinned bulk single' crystals of PbTe resulted in 
slip traces consistent with both £llo} and ^LOoj’ glide planes^9 
Thus the concensus of opinion is that the predominant slip 
system for the lead chalcogenides is (001) <\110/ .However,
(110) <^110'/ can also occur hut is of secondary imijortance .
TEM of epitaxial films of PbTe has sometimes revealed 
traces occurring in /lio/ directions (figure 26). Traces of 
this kind could be caused by (i) slip in PbTe and/or mica still 
attached to the PbTe, (ii) deformation twins in PbTe and/or 
mica. The latter can probably be discounted for samples 
prepared by floating off the mica substrate in dilute IiNO^ 
because less stress would be applied to the film compared with 
the stripping technique using gelatine or acetylcellulose and 
no mica would he present. Traces have been seen in films 
prepared by all three methods. The fact that most traces seem t 
end at dph (figure 26) suggests that they are associated with 
the PbTe film rather than the mica. Also, in practice slip 
traces occur in clusters which makes the traces of figure 26 
consistent with slip. For the latter figure, if the average 
width of the slip traces is estimated, then knowing the 
nominal thickness (^500 50 $) , the angle between the slip
plane and the (ill) surface plane lies in the range 24-31°.
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This is very near 35° i.e. the angle between the (110) and
(ill) planes, (see tahle 6). This further supports the presence 
of slip traces.
Similar calculations on slip traces of other PbTe 
films has given two sets of results (i) that the angle between 
the slip plane and (ill) plane is 22-32° for a 500$ thick film 
and (ii) that the corresponding angle for a 1500$ film lies in the 
range 59-74°, (table 7). Unfortunately the samples having a 
nominal thickness of 1500$ were removed from the mica substrate 
using dilute HNO^ thus appreciable dissolution of the PbTe was 
possible. This could explain the large difference in estimated 
angles for the 500$ and 1500$ films, the former being stripped 
from the mica using gelatine. Thhs we can merely suggest that 
the slip planes are likely to be the same for the two specimens 
in which case, the predominant system for PbTe films might be 
(1 1 0) < 1 1 0> .
In order to explain the variation in angle for the 
500$ films, we consider that the specimens might be tilted 
slightly causing an increase or decrease in slip trace width 
and a corresponding change in angle. A further uncertainty 
exists in the film thickness which was estimated before 
preparing the sample for electron microscopy. It is conceivable 
that in stripping from the substrate part of the film was left 
behind.
Slip traces have only been observed in films that 
have been stored for some months in air suggesting that slip 
trace contrast could be due to build-up of a surface layer of
- 1 5 8 -
oxide which prevents slip from penetrating the surface. However, 
dislocations do move without -leaving observable slip lines 
(see figure 27a,b,c). The latter figures are of identical film 
areas with atime interval of about 10 seconds between exposures. 
The small double line contrast labelled "A" in figure 27a is 
probably due to dislocations perpendicular to the film surface.
Table 6 Angles between (ill) and (hkl) planes for cubic crystals.
(hkl) r— oAngle , u .
100 55
110 3 5 , 9 0
111 70
210 - > 3 9 , 7 5
211 1 9 , 6 2 , 9 0
221 1 6 , 5 5 , 7 9
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Table 7 Measured angle between slip plane and (ill) plane.
Plate No. Slip trace width 
w, ( S )
Film thickness 
t, ( $ )
S  = tan"*^ ( t/w)
¥r
59 910 1500 + 150 59 + 3
6 3 ")"* 4 3 0 - 5 7 0 ii 6 9 - 7 4
6 5 + * 4 7 0 - 5 7 0 ii 6 9 - 7 2
*00 5 8 0 - 6 3 0 u 6 7 - 6 9
7 9 * I ti u
8 1 + * 4 8 0 - 5 4 0 1! ... . 7 0 - 7 2
2682 8 3 0 - 1 2 5 0 500 + 50 2 4 - 3 1
2688 800 11 32 + 3
2968 1250 ti 24 + 2
2969 1145 11 22 + 2
2970 1235 ii 11 «
~f~ Micrographs taken with samples tilted up to 10°.
•X* Large error probable in film thickness..as sample was 
prepared by floating off the mica in dilute HNO^.
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Appendix 1 ..............
Calculation of extinction distances for PbTe
The extinction distance, is a measure of the distance
an incident electron wave can travel through a crystal without 
loss in energy and thus is most important for thick specimens
where the incident beam might be completely absorbed. It can be shown;
thatA :-
% g = ^ V o cos&
A Fg
where V is the volume of the unit cell, ©'is the Bragg angle,
X  the wavelength of incident electrons and F the structure
a
factor for reflection g = (hkl).
Let us briefly consider the structure factor for the PbTe 
lattice. We have, in general, that the structure factor, ,
of a crystal is of the form:-
Fhlcl = 2“- fj expJ
2T\*i (hu . + lev . + lw .) v 3 3 J
where (u.v.w.) are the atom positions in the crystal structure 
J  J  J
and f. is the atomic scattering amplitude for electrons. Lead
J
atoms occur at (000) , (0|-J-), (i-J-0 ), (joj-), and tellurium atoms occur 
at (OOjr) , (Oj-O ) , (J-00 ) , (i-g-J-) > thus on substitution into the above 
formula, we obtain
Phkl = ^(^Pb + ^Te ^ :!I’or lllcl a11 even’
and Phkl = ^ fPb " ^Te ^ for bicl a11 odd *
f a n d  f^ , are tabulated as a function of (sin^/A) but need to
be relativistically correctedA . Thus for 100KV electrons we
A—  See Hirsch,P .B ., et al. "Electron Microscopy of Thin Crj'stals,"
Butterworths, London,1 9 6 5 .
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multiply fpb and by 1.1957 (= m/mo ). m/m at 80ICV = 1.1566,
thus j(80KV) = 0.9164 j* (100KV) . Values of J(lOOKV) and ^(80KV) 
have been calculated, assuming the lattice parameter for PbTe 
is aQ = 6.46X , and are shown in the table below.
Table Extinction distances fox* PbTe
hkl < W 2 > sin 9/A fPb fTe T?1 hkl
J
100KV
h k l ^
80ICV
111 3.73 0.134 10.27 7.73 12.15 1884 1726
200 3.23 0.155 9.58 7.18 80.16 286 262
220 2.28 0.219 7 . 6 0 7- 5 . 63 63 728 362 332
311 1*945 0*257 6,62 4.86 8.42 2719 2492
222 1.865 0 .2 6 8 6.39 4.68 52.95 432 396
400 1.615 0.310 5.56 4 .04 45.91 499 457
331 1.48 0.338 5.10 3.69 6.74 3397 3113
420 1.44 0.347 4.96 3.58 40.84 560 513
422 1.32 0.379 4.53 3.25 37.21 615 564
440 1.14 0.439 3.88 2.75 31.71 722 662
Thus for an (hkl) reflection we have that white fringes
occur for  ^ = 0,1,2..., while dark fringes occur for
t/Phkl ~ l/2 >3/2,5/2...;..etc;, provided that the film is 
oriented at the exact Bragg angle.
Appendix 2
The field effect
Consider aflat plate of semiconductor material of 
dimensions L x t x w which has a strip of dielectric 
(width l) across its surface through which charge may he 
injected in the semiconductor by application of a suitable 
voltage, (see figure below).
Figure Diagram to illustrate measurement of field effect
Let the total number of charges in the semiconductor be 
N = ntwL where n is the number per unit volume. The conductance 
of the semiconductor , G = oRV
When a voltage , V o., is applied to the gate electrode, charges
Let A g be the change produced in the conductivity, then
Now the charge at the field plate, where Qt and
refer to the total induced charge and total capacitance.
semiconductor
dielectric over-layer
or (i)
are induced in the semiconductor and modulate the conductivity.
-163-
Obviously Q.fc must be related to A n , thus in general we have, 
kQt = ANe
where k is a constant equal to unity only if all the charge 
supplied by the capacitor is used to modulate the(PbTe) semi­
conductor conductivity. If surface states are present some of the 
charge will be consumed by them and k 1. On substitution into 
equation (2) , we obtain, . . .
(3)
L2
or for small signals:-
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Figure 1: Surface replica of a non-continuous
PbTe film ( Ts = 275°C ), showing 
double positioned tetrahedral nuclei. 
The "triangle” sides lie in /llO/ 
directions. x27,000.
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( b )
Figure 2: Selected area diffraction patterns for an epitaxial 
PbTe film grown on mica (a), and a thin cleaved 
layer of mica (b).
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Figure 5 :Surface replica of a PbTe film near an edge
(T^= 230°C), showing double positioned boundaries 
and coalescence of rounded nuclei, x27,000.
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Figure 4: Vapour grown crystals of PbTe illustrating
rounding-off of cubes to produce < IOC)}£ J
and >111] surfaces. Background grid is 
1mm. square.
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' A. £ ^ t(continuity)y
O N measured at film
/dge□  Kosevxch et al.(ref 
/y Egerton (ref.12),
From mesurement of 
continuity thicknes
1.7 1.8 1-9 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.3
RECIPROCAL TEMPERATURE, 103/T°IC
Figure 5 ‘ Nucleus density as a function of substrate
temperature.
Figure 6: Theoretical variation of saturation island density
Ng , with temperature for an incidence rate of •
1 $/sec and for a range of values of adsorption 
. energy, E& , and surface diffusion energy, One
curve for an incidence rate of 0.01 $/sec. is also 
shown. (Taken from Lewis,B. & Campbell, D.S., 
J.Vac.Sci.Tech., 4 ( 1 9 6 6 ) 2 0 9 ) .
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, « \. . ! *' • I
O Oxygen j K citonfi or possible siteatom . ' i vacant site ® for Pb atom. '  ■ ;. ■* ■- ;•
I * • *. * * • . * f' • •. * • 1. *1 * • ’ ’ ‘ »
Figure 7: Unit cell of mica from R.F.Egerton, PhD, Thesis
University of London, 1 9 6 8.
-174”
Figure 8: Surface replica of non-continuous PbTe
film'illustrating the appearance of (100) 
nuclei (as well as (ill) nuclei) at high 
substrate temperatures (Tg=275°C). Various 
stages of coalescence of nuclei are also 
apparent. x2 7 ,0 0 0.
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Figure 12:- Surface replica of PbTe film
,(Tg=275°C) annealed for 10 hours 
at 280°C in vacuo. Areas marked 
fA ’ are vallies and ’B* denotes 
the full thickness film (’'mountains”) 
x27,0 0 0.
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Figure 13: TEM of an "as grown" PbTe film
stripped from its mica substrate 
showing very straight, double 
positioning (twin) boundaries on 
[us] planes perpendicular to the 
film surface plane, (t s=220°C). 
x310,000.
-179-
Figure 14: Surface replica of PbTe film
(Tg=230°C) illustrating the loss 
in angularity of the double 
positioning boundaries on 
annealing at elevated temperatures 
in vacuo. x27,000.
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Figure 15: TEM of a PbTe film (Te=280°C) having
meandering double positioning boundaries 
at an angle to the [ill growth direction. 
Evidence of boundary movement is apparent
at "A". xl65,000.
-181-
Figure 1 6 : TEM of a PbTe film with a dislocation pile-up
"A", and possibly dislocations in low angle 
(tilt) boundary, "B". x 150,000.
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Figure 17: TEM of a PbTe film (TS^ 280°C) where the dark/
light contrast is due to bend extinction 
contours. Double positioning boundaries 
appear as white lines in areas of medium 
contrast. x6,000.
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Figure 18: TEM of a PbTe film (Tg^ 280°C) illustrating
disa\^pearance of grain boundaries, "A", 
leaving disordered region behind. xl65,000.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 20: TEM (a) and surface replica (b) of an
annealed PbTe film showing vallies ("A” in (b) 
(which are holes in (a) ). Thickness fringes
are apparent in (a). (a)-x83»000, (b)-x66,000
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Figure 23: The time f£ required for the unprecipitated
fraction (l - f) to fall to l/e in a regular
P — 1array of dislocations of density (TTr")~ , as 
a function of the ratio of r to R, theS
"effective capture radius" of the dislocation. 
A- edge dislocation, B- screw dislocation. 
(Taken from F.S.Ham, J.Appl.Phys„, 30(1959)915)
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Figure 25: See overleaf for caption to figure.
- 1 8 9 -
Caption to Figure 25: Surface replioas of annealed 
PbTe films illustrating the 
independence of surface structure 
on the field effect mobility,
(see table 5). (a) film No. 8,
(b) No. 21, (e) No. 22, (d) No. 24,
(e) No. 25, (f) No. 28, (g) No. 31.
x 2 7 ,0 0 0 except (a) which is x33,000.
-190-
Figure 26: TEM of a PbTe film containing many slip- 
traces lying in \110Z directions on 
x 48,000.
- 1 9 1 -
r
(b)
(c)
Figure 27 : TEM of a PbTe film, (a), (b) and (c) taken
at about 10 second intervals and show the 
movement of dislocations. A slip trace is 
also apparent. x54,000.
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
Thermodynamic properties of hulk PbTe and PbSe have been 
investigated in considerable detail in order to predict their 
electrical properties in the form of evaporated thin films.
The calculated P-T-x phase' diagrams for PbTe and PbSe 
show that the phase widths are very narrow at low temperatures 
and comparison with "as grown" film properties suggest the films 
are in a metastable state.
Alloys of PbTe and PbSe have degraded carrier mobilities 
compared wjth the host material because of the increase in the 
direct energy gap and effective masses. The alloy phase widths 
are larger than those of,PbTe on the n-side and similar on the 
p-side. There is little difference between the phase widths of 
PbSe and its alloys.
The nucleation density of PbTe films is the most important 
part of.growth because adverse conditions effect nucleation 
and result in films with poor and uncontrollable electrical 
properties. Because of the temperature dependence of the 
nucleation density, high substrate temperatures are desirable 
in order to obtain films with large double, positioning 
boundary separations. The nucleation of PbTe and similar 
compounds on mica etc:, warrants a more detailed study with a 
critical control of vacuum conditions such as pressure and 
cleanliness.
Chapter 9.
- 1 9 3 -
Resistivity-temperature curves as a function of annealing 
time indicate that films tend towards thermodynamic equilibrium 
as represented by the P-T-x phase diagram of bulk material.
Grain growth is apparent for long anneal times (^10 hours) at 
high temperatures(^ 280°C).
The change in carrier concentration on annealing probably 
occurs by either stress-assisted precipitation at dislocations 
or diffusion limited precipitation. Confirmation of one or 
hoth mechanisms is needed by observation of precipitates in thin 
PbTe films.
Because of the similarity of properties, many of the 
conclusions and ideas discussed in this thesis may be applied 
to all three lead chalcogenides.
List of symbols.
a activity
a0 lattice parameter ♦
06 optical absorption coefficient
<£ thermoelectric power
oL
< _i
intrinsic disorder ratio (K„/K.)2O 1
A cross-sectional area
b Burgers vector
C capacitance
CP specific heat at constant pressure
c thermal velocity
D diffusion coefficient
d thickness, interplanar spacing .
s deviation from stoichiometry, angle between (hkl) and (hkl)
e electronic charge
E activation energy
Eg direct energy gap-Vi.
g effective direct energy gap
E . 1 activation energy associated with intrinsic conductivity
Ev energy separation between principal and secondary valence
bands
Ep Fermi energy
reduced Fermi energy, (Ep/kT)
F free energy = U - TS 
F^ Fermi integral 
F structure factorO
f(t) fraction of material precipitated in time t seconds 
1^ atomic scattering amplitude for electrons
G conductance
G free enthalpy = U + PV - TS = H - TS
g gas • •
H enthalpy = U + PV
/H g ,Ilg enthalpy of formation of neutral and singly charged
Sehottky defects 
IIp,Hp enthalpy of formation of neutral and singly charged
Frenkel defects
h Planck’s constant, height
h hole
I>I0 intensity (of I.R. radiation)
i critical cluster size
IC various equilibrium constants
k Bolzmann constant
1 sample length
1 mean double <positioning boundary separation
L dislocation density, length
wavelengthA
X  root of Bessel function used in precipitation theoryo
M molecular weight
ni rest mass of electronso . . .V-. effective density of states mass 
i-lpp field effect mobility
yttjj Ila 11 mobility
^  thermodynamic potential
n^ intrinsic carrier concentration
Ng saturation nucleus density
Nq surface density of substrate absorption sites
*9 vibrational frequency .. .
number of molecules or structure elements A involved in
a reaction
J(A) virtual thermodynamic potential of the structure element A 
p hole concentration
P pressure
partial pressure of species i 
product operator 
Cp potential energy
Q charge per unit volume
j) resistivity
Rg Hall coefficient
R dislocation core radius, optical reflectivity,
evaporation rate
r radius of precipitate particle
r distance between precipitate particles (dislocations)s
S,s entropy (per mole)
S°(x) entropy of x under standard conditions 
Cr* electrical conductivity
anneal temperature 
Tg substrate temperature
T congr,Teut congruent melting point and eutectic temperatures
respectively
n electron concentration
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t electrical continuity thicknessg
rL, 7q relaxation time
shadow angle, Bragg angle 
U,u internal energy (per mole)
V vacancy at site x
V volume
V gate voltage S
w width
x atomic or mole fraotion, concentration
t thickness, height, time
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